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EXECUTIVE AND PUBLISHED SUMMARY
Objectives
The objective of this document is to develop a European Resilience Management Guidelines
(ERMG) tool for end users – the operators and owners of critical infrastructures – to allow
them to improve their resilience management organisational processes. This will ultimately
lead to the strengthening of their organisational resilience and improve their ability to
provide citizens and the end users community with core services in crisis situations –
emergencies, natural hazards and man‐made disasters.

Description of the work
The Draft ERMG that would include four parts:
(1)

Part A – Foreword and methodology – an introduction covering the objectives and
explaining how to use the document.

(2)

Part B – Why do we need to think about resilience – the main considerations of the
end users when setting out to manage their Cis.

(3)

Part C – How to implement resilience in your organisation – the main part of the
document, which includes guidelines to end users on a variety of issues associated
with CI resilience management.

(4)

Part D – Annexes – terms, acronyms and general background.

Results and conclusions
This deliverable provides CI Operators and Owners with tools for managing resilience in
their CIs. The findings and the main achievements of this deliverable are reflected in the
ability to deal with the range of central issues associated with CI resilience management in a
generic and straightforward manner, based on a high‐level approach. This ability is
expressed in the following:


The presentation of the CI resilience management methodology as a cycle, based on the
resilience management concept developed in the project, and the provision of a
common language for CI resilience management.



The simple and easily comprehensible explanation provided to end users, including the
reasons and considerations behind CI resilience management.



Guidelines on how to assimilate resilience management in organisations.
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A. FOREWORD AND METHODOLOGY
1.

FOREWORD

Critical Infrastructure (CI) provides essential functions and services that support societal,
economic and environmental systems at local, national and European levels. In recent years
many high impact crises, disasters and global incidents have highlighted the vulnerability,
complexity and interdependency of critical infrastructure. Critical infrastructure (CI)
operators and owners, incident responders and others need to understand how they can be
better prepared to respond by providing a resilient response to the circumstances that
could be potentially faced.
A resilience approach for CI capable of withstanding, adapting and recovering from
disruptive event builds on the more limited approach of risk management, used by CI
operators and owners to calculate known risks, by offering a more holistic way to engage
with the wider issues of complexity and interdependence. The RESILENS project focuses on
moving resilience from a conceptual understanding to applied operational measures
planning for, responding to and recovering from all manner of disruptive events that
integrate best practice from the related realm of vulnerability assessment and risk
management. Appendix 2 provides the background of the RESILENS project.
Implementation of a resilience approach enables minimising disruption and costs, as well as
improvements in decision making, intra and extra organisational communication,
knowledge sharing, education and learning. These are all essential issues that organisations
need to address to successfully combat the potential for widespread problems that can arise
from the failure or loss of CI. This document provides the European Resilience Management
Guideline (ERMG) to support the practical application of resilience to all CI sectors. It will be
of particular use for CI operators and owners who have a fundamental role in incident and
crisis response planning given that incidents are either initiated within CI or external
affecting the CI.

2.
2.1.

WHAT IS RESILIENCE & RESILIENCE MANAGEMENT?
Definition

The following working definition of resilience has been adopted for use in the RESILENS
project:
“Resilience is the ability of a system or systems to survive and thrive in the face of a
complex, uncertain and ever‐changing future. It is a way of thinking about both short term
cycles and long term trends: minimizing disruptions in the face of shocks and stresses,
recovering rapidly when they do occur, and adapting steadily to become better able to
thrive as conditions continue to change. Within the context of CI, the resilience process
offers a cyclical, proactive and holistic extension of risk management practices.”
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Resilience Management Process

The methodology for the European Resilience Management Guideline (ERMG) includes a
structured process, which consists of several resilience management steps. This process
needs to be comprehensible and usable for end‐users. To this end, it brings together a
systematic concept with the application of best practices.
The resilience management process is organized by resilience management steps and sub‐
steps. The resilience management steps were derived from the results of a literature review
regarding different resilience dimensions. To this end, stages / phases of a number of
different resilience cycles from the literature were selected and ordered. For the
chronological ordering three time periods of before, during and after a disruption are
differentiated. The following figure illustrates the resilience management steps and the time
periods they belong to as well as the related resilience stages / phases.

Time Periods

Resilience Management Steps

Before Disruption

During Disruption

Resilience Stages / Phases

Defining the System

Prepare

Assessing Resilience

Prevent

Enhancing Resilience

Protect

Maintaining

Mitigate
Absorb
Adapt

Restoring

After Disruption

Respond
Recover

Transforming

Learn

Figure 1: Resilience management steps

2.3.

Before Disruption (Core Process of Resilience Management)

The whole resilience management process consists of six resilience management steps.
However, given that disruptive events are quite rare, the process user is usually in a period
of normal operation before a disruption occurs. For this reason, the core process of
resilience management consists of three steps: defining the system, assessing and
enhancing resilience.
(1)

Step 1 ‐ Defining the System
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Defining the system is a very important step, because it is the basis for all resilience
management steps, which will follow. This includes especially consideration of the resilience
domains, which are affected by the defined system and should be taken into resilience
considerations. If the public, an organisation or individuals are part of the system, in
addition to the technical domain, social and organisational aspects are also relevant within
the resilience consideration.
(2)

Step 2 ‐ Assessing Resilience

The second step of the core process is the resilience assessment. To support the resilience
assessment, the RESILENS project develops different methods and tools which can be
qualitative or semi‐quantitative. Depending on the focus of the resilience assessment, an
appropriate method or tool can be chosen. It is also possible to do a multistage resilience
assessment increasing the level of detail in every stage. Further, the selection of a method
or tool influences the resilience domains, which are considered within the assessment.
Quantitative tools often have a high level of detail, but to ensure the measurability of the
resilience level, they mostly focus on technical aspects. On the other hand, qualitative tools
allow the consideration of social and organisational aspects, but they often do not reach the
expected degree of detail. One main tool developed within the RESILENS project, is a semi‐
quantitative tool – a scorecard. By answering a set of the questions, a resilience score is
determined and then aggregated to an overall resilience score. In addition to technical
aspects the set of questions includes societal and organisational aspects.
(3)

Step 3 ‐ Enhancing Resilience

The last step of the core process is enhancing resilience. Within this step based on the
results of the resilience assessment possible measures to enhance the resilience level are
sought, planned and implemented. The type of such a measure depends on the domain
which it should address. A system usually includes technical as well as organisational and
societal components. For example, to strengthen the physical and technical infrastructure
protective measures will be planned and implemented. However, to enhance the
functioning of an organisation within a system, measures need to cover organisational and
societal aspects, especially to prepare the organisation to be capable of acting effectively in
case of an event. After implementing measures, the core process will return to the second
step – assessing the resilience – and will verify the impact and effectiveness of an
implemented measure on the level of resilience.

2.4 During Disruption
(1)

Maintaining

In the time period during a disruption the aim is the survival of the system and its critical
functions. To this end the resilience management step ‘maintaining’ is addressing the three
corresponding stages with the following aims: consequences have to be mitigated to an
acceptable level, the system has to be robust enough to absorb or compensate the impact
of the event or the system has to be flexible enough to adapt to new circumstances.
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2.5 After Disruption
(1)

Restoring

Reaction: The aim in the time period after the disruption is to restore the system
performance to a level preferably equal to that in the time period before the disruption, or
even to an enhanced level, as soon as possible. For this the capabilities of the system to
respond to and recover from a disruptive event need to be put in place. Note that these
capabilities are typically addressed in the prepare phase before the event but become
effective in the time period after the event.
(2)

Transforming

Follow‐up process: In the time period after a disruption the resilience management step
‘transforming’ has the aim of learning from the event and feedback. In this way all the
resilience stages can be addressed more effectively in relation to potential future events in
the next iteration of the process. This kind of iteration is indicated with dashed arrows to
the left of the resilience management steps in Figure 1.
.
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B. WHY DO WE NEED TO THINK ABOUT RESILIENCE?
As briefly outlined in the Foreword recent years have been notable for the volume of high
impact crises, disasters and global incidents that have highlighted the vulnerability,
complexity and interdependency of contemporary infrastructure. In response, there is a
growing interest in the concept of resilience, as an integrated approach to planning for,
responding to and recovering from all manner of disruptive events. In contrast to the more
limited approach of risk management, that is used by many CI operators to calculate known
risks, resilience offers a more holistic way to engage with the wider issues of complexity and
interdependence.
The benefits of implementing resilience include the minimising of disruption and costs, as
well as improvements in decision making, intra and extra organisational communication,
knowledge sharing, education and learning and ensuring partners, outsourcers, suppliers
and other key interested parties are sufficiently resilient and ongoing. However,
implementing resilience within the critical infrastructure sector has proved difficult. There
has been a steady expansion of services considered critical to the successful functioning of
society, which includes both social and, increasingly, technological infrastructures, whilst
the traditional infrastructures have focussed upon highly technical, sector‐specific,
protection approaches to managing their risk. If holistic and collaborative notions of
resilience are to be more widely practiced, there is a corresponding need for common tools
and guidance for CI operators/owners and decision makers e.g. government, local and
regional authorities and government.
Accordingly, the RESILENS project aims to overcome the barriers to implementation, with
the European Resilience Management Guideline (ERMG) providing a step‐by‐step guide for
organisations to enhance the resilience of individual and interconnected critical
infrastructure systems. This process builds upon existing good practice in risk management,
augmented through organisational and change management requirements. This new
approach seeks to move from the more technical and risk based understandings of critical
infrastructure protection (CIP) to a more process‐orientated, resilience understanding of
critical infrastructure resilience (CIR)1.
This guidance document, the ERMG, seeks to assist stakeholders to transition into adopting
resilience into their everyday working practices.2 This is translated through the steps and
stages approach to critical infrastructure resilience management (CIRM), which establishes a
systematic yet flexible process that promotes greater foresight, organisational learning and
collaboration, with the inclusion of social, organisational and behavioural factors. Unique to
RESILENS, this process is both ‘multi scalar’ and ‘multi sector’ in its scope; allowing a holistic
approach to resilience to be considered and improved at a range of scales from the local to
the national, and as a means to tackle the implicit interdependencies, and includes the more
traditional utilities of power, water and transport, with the increasing range of ‘social
1
2

See RESILENS D1.1 (Resilience evaluation and SOTA summary report)
See RESILENS D1.2 (Stakeholder consultation report and D1.3 (Emerging findings report on knowledge,
current practice, SOTA, gap analysis and roadmap of key actions to advance SOTA)
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infrastructures’ such as health provision and social care. Further, the ERMG seeks to assist
both the operators and owners of CI, organisations that work alongside them, such as
emergency services, as well as providing guidance to those who have a key interest in the
CIs approach, such as regulators, local government and resilience forums. The ERMG may
also assist operators and owners of other infrastructure that may not be legally identified as
CI.
To build this diverse and holistic approach to resilience, there is a need to establish shared
understandings and concepts of resilience. To do this the ERMG provides a comprehensive
guide to measuring and understanding resilience within the CI sector, through a series of
structured sections that address the key concerns and considerations through an ongoing
and iterative process. The ERMG also directs users to more detailed web‐based resources,
which provides a simple and accessible approach to resilience that is suitable for a wide
range of users and within a wide range of operational contexts.
Key to this approach is the connection to the RESILENS toolkit and the e‐Learning hub. The
primary purpose of the ERMG is to establish a shared understanding and outline the process
of managing resilience within the CI sector, but it also directs users to sources of more
detailed information: the ReMMAT toolkit provides a means to measure and audit resilience
in a bespoke manner, whilst the e‐Learning hub functions as an education resource for
organisational learning. In doing so, the ERMG presents resilience management as a process
which extends the risk practices of organisations to incorporate the much wider
appreciation of resilience.
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RESILIENCE

IN

YOUR

The intended purpose of the RESILENS ERMG is to provide a succinct, flexible and bespoke
approach to enhancing resilience, that can be used by multiple CI operators/owners,
managers and regulators. It does this through an infrastructure management approach that
enhances preparedness to potential disruptions of core services within a given area.3
Accordingly, the ERMG is structured into 3 functional sections in Section D, with an
additional summary, description of methods, definitions and acronyms. This structure
follows the stages of a resilience cycle, which merge risk management methods with
resilience dimensions, through a 3 stage process of:


Before the Disruption (Prepare, Prevent and Protect);



During the Disruption (Mitigate, Absorb and Adapt);



After the Disruption (Respond, Recover and Learn).

Whilst there is often overlap between these stages, the process acknowledges how
resilience enhancement is an ongoing journey that both helps to identify the problems at
hand and also mitigate potential risks. This staged process also allows users to target their
own specific resilience needs, whilst also promoting collaboration and organisational
learning. Recognition is also given to related business continuity information sources,
including ICT readiness for business continuity (IRBC), which overlap the 3 stage process.
Accordingly, the ERMG allows users to define the most appropriate spatial focus for
consideration and intervention, whether at local, regional or national scales. Whilst the
ERMG is intended for use by all sectors of CI and provides an overview of communal and
shared considerations, sector specific resilience requirements are addressed by a further
functional section detailing ‘specific CI sector cases and considerations.’ As defined by the
European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP), the CI sectors include:


Energy;



ICT;



Water;



Food;



Health;



Transport;



Financial;

3

D3.1
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Space and research;
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The ERMG allows exploration of different resilience foci, including system connections,
linkages and interdependencies. It both foregrounds critical information and common
understandings, but also provides bespoke signposting to learning, guidance and training
resources which allow users with different resilience interests and priorities to engage with
this wider resilience process at different stages.
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PREPARE, PREVENT AND PROTECT

Figure 2: Resilience management step ‐ Prepare, prevent and protect

1.1.
1.1.1

Building Organisational Resilience – The Context
The context of organisational resilience

Several organisational resilience standards have been defined, for example, the American
ASIS (ASIS SPC.1‐2009: Organisational Resilience: Security, Preparedness, and Continuity
Management Systems – Requirements with Guidance for Use) and the British standard: BSI
65000:2014: Guidance for Organisational Resilience. This chapter presents the approach of
the British standard (BSI 65000:2014) for managing organisational resilience.
Organisational resilience is demonstrated by an organisation’s ability to anticipate, prepare
for and properly respond to a variety of events, particularly those of a severe nature –
affecting its various assets, whether physical or logical – in order to survive and prosper.
Resilience is inherently relative; no organisation can be absolutely resilient, as it experiences
constant change and operates under varying degrees of uncertainty. An organisation that is
highly resilient to certain risks might be vulnerable and less resilient if exposed to others.
Organisational resilience should therefore be informed by effective risk management
practices such as the risk management standard ISO 31000. At the same time CI operators
and owners must recognise their fundamental responsibility to meet legal requirements for
the safety of their operations and the duty of care for their staff, other individuals involved
and society insofar as these may be affected by their operations.
An important component of resilience is BCM (Business Continuity Management) and this is
considered in Section 3.2. This is complemented by Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) Readiness for Business Continuity (IRBC) an important component of
14
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organisational resilience applicable to failures of information and communication
technology (ICT) services. These include the occurrence of security issues such as systems
intrusion and malware infections, which impact the continuity of business operations.
Critical business functions requiring business continuity are usually dependent upon ICT and
this chapter also presents the approach of the standard ISO 27031, which deals with IRBC
(Section 3.2.2).
Resilience and safety need to be embedded across the organisation, cutting across silos,
organisational structures and hierarchies, with operational activities aligned with strategic
priorities. In addition, the organisation needs to satisfy itself that its relationships with
partners, outsourcers, suppliers and other key interested parties are sufficiently resilient
(and satisfy them of its own high level of resilience).
A resilient organisation is more flexible and adaptive, competitive, agile and robust.

1.1.2

The organisational foundations for resilience

To succeed in building its resilience, an organisation must also adopt and maintain the
necessary attitudes that shape decisions and actions:
(1)

Governance and accountability. The systems of rules, structures and processes that
drive coherent decision making within acceptable parameters of cost, risk and speed
contribute to resilience.

(2)

Leadership and culture. Leaders should seek to build a culture in which it is normal to
consider resilience within decision making. Additionally, they should empower their
staff through a culture of trust, openness, innovation and transparency, motivating
them to assume ownership of risks and address issues as they arise.

(3)

Common vision and purpose. The purpose of the organisation and a common vision of
the future, and its consequent requirements for resilience, should be recognised and
shared throughout the organisation. Organisational values should be embedded which
contribute to resilience through actively informing decision making and action.

1.1.3

Implementation – building resilience

The organisational resilience building process according to BSI 65000 is shown in Figure 3
below. The process includes 6 stages, which are supported by organisational core processes,
including governance and accountability, leadership and culture and common vision and
purpose.

15
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Figure 3: Implementation process – building resilience
Resilience is built by taking the following actions – either on a continuous basis or repeated
periodically:
(1)

Be informed. An organisation needs to remain well informed about its internal and
external environment, as well as risks, events and opportunities that might influence
or compromise its resilience, recognising that some of these are beyond its direct
control. To do so, it needs to identify and map what it wants to protect, trends and
future developments, the environment it operates in (also from legal, regulatory and
competitive perspectives) and its interdependencies with other organisations.
To determine how the resilience of its CI measures up against good practice principles
in this context, the CI operator/owner can ask itself the following questions:

(2)



Do we have effective mechanisms to identify and understand current and future
risks on the horizon in sufficient detail to develop a strategy and plans to meet the
issues that face us?



Do we know what is important to us and is the resilience implemented consistent
with the amount and type of risk we are willing to pursue or retain?

Set direction. Senior CI management should ensure that its organisation has a clearly
identified purpose, a vision for its future direction and aspirations, and clearly
articulated values and priorities, including requirements for resilience, which are
shared and understood throughout the organisation.
To determine how the resilience of its CI measures up against good practice principles
in this context, the CI operator/owner can ask itself the following questions:


From the Executive and Board level, do we understand what resilience means to
us as an organisation, and does this align with our core values and strategic aims?



As leaders, do we have a clear vision of where we as an organisation should go,
and what we should avoid? Is this vision clearly communicated throughout the
organisation?
16
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Does resilience form a part of our Board agenda for regular consideration?



Have we defined and established where the responsibilities lie for us to become
more resilient?

Bring coherence. Senior CI management should align operational activities with the
priorities its governing body has set, and achieve coherence across the various
management systems to build resilience. It should integrate the risk management
activities and operational disciplines, and should go beyond knowledge sharing to
collaboration (BS 11000).
To determine how the resilience of its CI measures up against good practice principles
in this context, the CI operator/owner can ask itself the following questions:


Are we aware of the critical interdependencies, both internal and external, and do
we actively consider these when making decisions?



Are we aware of the potential escalation/cascading effect of failure or loss of our
services both internal and external?



Have we established which strategic and operational responsibilities support us to
become more resilient?



Do we take timely and informed actions to intercept adverse events, mitigate
their impact and sustain the transition to recover and beyond?



Do projects always account for resilience to ensure that these enhance and do not
weaken the capability?



Is our culture sufficiently open and transparent:
a) To allow critical risks that are recognised at a low level to be escalated
appropriately; and
b) That senior management pass relevant information down to the appropriate
level/s?

(4)

Develop adaptive capacity. The CI organisation should build an ability to be flexible
and adapt to changing conditions as they emerge, switching between pre‐planned
responses and adaptive actions as necessary and modifying its structures, activities
and behaviours to adjust to new conditions, while retaining its core purpose, vision
and values.
To determine how the resilience of its CI measures up against good practice principles
in this context, the CI operator/owner can ask itself the following questions:


Are we flexible enough to respond rapidly to major emerging business risks?



Do we have plans to deal with disruption, the capability to respond to unforeseen
events and the ability to successfully adapt when the established plan does not fit
what is being experienced?



Do our plans consider the potential impact on external organisations and
individuals?
17
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Are we confident that our approach to resilience will stand up to external
scrutiny?

Strengthen the organisation. The CI organisation should implement specific measures
that strengthen its ability to address disruptive events, emergent risks and changes in
the operating environment. Additionally, it should promote and create universally
shared expectations that strengthen its resilience.
To determine how the resilience of its CI measures up against good practice principles
in this context, the CI operator/owner can ask itself the following questions:

(6)



Are we satisfied that our approach to resilience is coherent and is embedded
within the organisational vision?



Are those responsible for delivering greater organisational resilience empowered
to work across boundaries and able to speak to senior management easily?



Have we taken steps to protect what we value, including people, physical assets,
financial value, reputation and social capital?



Do we have the ability to ensure continuity of services in the event of failure?



Do we have a programme to build the organisation’s capability for resilience by
developing appropriate competencies among key employees?



Do we liaise with external organisations using services provided by our CI to
ensure their understanding of the potential impact of the loss of those services
and the potential for subsequent escalation of problems.



Do we learn by identifying the lessons of events, and acting on them in order to
change structures, activities and behaviours?



Do we adapt products, services and processes to better fit the new conditions
brought about by long‐term changes to our environment?

Validate and review. The CI organisation should undertake audits, exercises and
testing that demonstrate the efficacy (or otherwise) of its strengthening measures and
the capacity of people and teams to learn and adapt when required. This also includes
verifying that it is complying with legal and regulatory obligations.
To determine how the resilience of its CI measures up against good practice principles
in this context, the CI operator/owner can ask itself the following questions:


Do we test/flex our resilience against a range of operational and strategic
scenarios?



Do we liaise with external organisations who would be affected by a loss of our
services?



Do we audit, exercise and test our resilience capabilities?



Do we promote training and drills, including partners and stakeholders including
emergency responders, simulating adverse events?
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Does our senior management team know exactly the procedures to follow in an
incident or crisis, and what else happens across the organisation? Do we rehearse
this?

Communication, Education and Knowledge Sharing

Timely and accurate communication, education and knowledge sharing play an important
role in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from, incidents and crises. The high
pressured and fast paced nature of these circumstances requires good communication,
education, and knowledge sharing in order to make decisions and take actions. However,
organisations must often work with partial and incomplete information in the context of
rapidly changing situations and priorities. In the following sections we describe a model of
communication, followed with guidance on auditing the communication practices of an
organisation. In addition to this, we look at the role of education and knowledge sharing
practices in relation to critical infrastructure resilience more generally.
1.2.1.

Why / purpose

Multiple studies have been carried out on communication practices within and between
organisations, looking at the role it plays in numerous issues including organisational
sustainability (Sueldo, 2016)4, management of change processes (Elving, 2006), effective
response to crises and incidents (Paturas, Smith, Albanese & Waite, 2015), and maintenance
and improvement of organisational competencies (Paulraj, Lado & Chen, 2008), along with
the adverse impacts associated with ineffective communication practices (Lingard, Espin,
Whyte, Regehr, Baker, Reznick, Bohnen, Orser, Doran & Grober, 2004). This research
supports our position that understanding and implementing good communication practices
cannot be done in isolation from the range of activities undertaken within an organisation.
As Sueldo (2016) notes “the contribution that communication makes into organizational life,
growth and success is unarguably indispensable in order to set rolling all the daily internal
and external processes, networks and interactions typical of every organization”. Equally,
our guidance on organisational communication mirrors the central and indivisible role of
communication in organizational activities, in that it cannot be separated from the broader
range of guidance outlined across the ERMG.
Given the multiplicity of issues communication practices relate to, it is neither feasible nor
appropriate to address each of these issues in detail here. Rather we draw on the research
of Downs and Adrian (2004) to provide a high level description of a model of
communication, which will allow you to understand the dynamics of communication. This is
followed with a description of practical measures that can be taken to audit your
communication practices, based on the research of Hargie and Tourish (2000).

4

See Bibliography
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What

Hogard and Ellis (2006) define communication as:
“the transmission of information from one entity to another. Entities may include persons
and various mechanical and electrical devices. The content of communication may be
verbal, nonverbal, or symbolic. Elements in the process of communication include the
notions of transmission, reception, storage, and transformation. Communication may be
studied with regard to dyads, small groups, and organizations.”
From this definition we can identify key components of communication practices, which
include the entities involved (the sender and receiver), what is being said (the content of the
message), and how is it being said (the channel). In a model of total environment
communication put forth by Downs these elements of communication are situated within a
broader historical context of social, political and organisational relations that impact how
the message moves between the sender and receiver. Figure 4 below illustrates this model,
which recognises the dynamic, complex and ongoing process of communication between
multiple entities (senders and receivers).

Figure 4: Downs total environment communication model

Downs model highlights the culturally mediated perceptions individuals and groups use
when encoding (deciding what and how to communicate) and decoding (interpreting) the
content of messages as they are communicated from the sender to the receiver. These
culturally mediated perceptions filter the content of messages, and it is important to realise
that the message sent within and between organizations are not necessarily the ones
received, “because the original messages are filtered through the motivations, listening
habits and perceptions of the receiver” (Downs & Adrian, 2004). It is at this point in the
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communication process that the potential for misinterpretation and miscommunication can
occur. This is an important issue for all organisations involved in emergency management
and crisis response, as research has shown that “inter‐organisational communication
failures during times of real‐world disasters impede the collaborative response of agencies
responsible for ensuring the public’s health and safety” (Paturas, et al., 2015).
1.2.3.

How: approach and implementation of a communication audit

In order to improve the communication practices of organisations we suggest the use of a
communication audit process to gather feedback and evaluate the role of communication.
Hargie and Tourish (2000) have reviewed a range of methodologies that can be tailored for
use within different organisational types to audit communication practices. Prior to
outlining these methodologies, we provide a brief overview of the value associated with
implementing a communication audit, and the potential barriers and obstacles to
implementing the results, which organisations should be aware of when conducting an
audit. In addition we look at the objectives of an audit as defined by the International
Communication Association (ICA), and key issues that an audit should typically address.
Communication audits offer four overarching benefits for organisations and auditors as
follows:
(1)

The subjective interpretation of reality held by all important actors in organisational
life is identified.

(2)

People are permitted to voice their views and feelings in their own words.

(3)

Common understandings of organisational life are identified.

(4)

The understanding that participants have of communication episodes can be
compared to formal organisational channels and systems, to explore the gaps that
exist between imagined and real practices (Hargie & Tourish, 2000).

These aspects of an audit can help organisations and auditors to better understand how
(mis)communication takes place, and provide an evidential basis for interventions to
improve and/or build upon current practices. While communication is recognised as an
important element of organisational activity, there are barriers that may hinder
improvements being implemented. These include:
(1)

Strategy and financial barriers.

(2)

Social barriers.

(3)

Power and political barriers.

(4)

Hierarchical barriers (Pfeffer, 1998 as addressed in Hargie & Tourish, 2000).

These barriers may need to be addressed before an organisation can successfully implement
an audit. Hargie and Tourish (2000) recommend focusing on the following themes to
support that process:
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(1)

Show how the audit will assist the organisation with its current business needs and
priorities.

(2)

Demonstrate the non‐judgemental nature of the audit process.

(3)

Emphasis the involvement of the key decision‐makers in the audit process.

(4)

Highlight the barriers outlined above.

(5)

Use the audit to celebrate what the organisation does well, as well as discuss where it
has problems.

The ICA has identified the following key objectives of a communication audit:
(1)

Determine the amount of information underload or overload associated with the
major topics, sources and channels of communication.

(2)

Evaluate the quality of information communicated from and/or to these sources.

(3)

Evaluate the quality of communication relationships, specifically measuring the extent
of interpersonal trust, supportiveness sociability and overall job satisfaction.

(4)

Identify the operational communication networks (for rumours, social and job related
messages), comparing them with planned or formal networks (prescribed by
organizational charts).

(5)

Determine potential bottlenecks and gatekeepers of information by comparing actual
communication roles of key personnel with expected roles.

(6)

Identify categories and examples of commonly occurring positive and negative
communication experiences and incidents.

(7)

Describe individual, group and organizational patterns of actual communication
behaviors related to sources, channels, topics, length and quality of interactions.

(8)

Provide general recommendations, derived from the Audit, which call for changes or
improvements in attitudes, behaviors, practices and skills. (Goldhaber & Rogers, 1979
as quoted in Hargie & Tourish, 2000. Emphasis in original).

Hargie and Tourish also present a list of general issues that audit measures typically focus
on, such as:
(1)

Who is communicating with whom.

(2)

Which issues receive the most attention and which arouse the most anxiety.

(3)

How much information people are receiving and sending on crucial issues.

(4)

How much interpersonal trust exists.

(5)

How the overall quality of working relationships can be characterised (Badien, 1980 as
quoted in Hargie and Tourish, 2000).

In addition Hargie and Tourish (2000) outline a number of stages that are normally followed
when carrying out a communication audit. These include:
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Engage senior management commitment
a) Clarify in‐depth the value of audits, their role in this particular organisation and
the commitment required from management if maximum advantage is to be
obtained. For example the following issues should be addressed:


What timescale best ties in with the business planning cycle?



Will other organisational development issues need to be rescheduled?



How can evaluating communication channels with customer support the
marketing strategy?



What plans can be made to circulate the audit results as widely as possible?

b) Identify the top half dozen issues on which people should be receiving and sending
information. An audit cannot examine every conceivable issue in‐depth.
Restricting the number of issues to be explored in this way is sufficient to provide
valid data, while ensuring that the audit remains practicable. It is essential at this
stage to establish both what audits can do and cannot do.
c)

Discuss the communication standards the management team believes they should
adopt and live up to. For example, in the UK, the National Health Service
Management Executive published standards for communication in 1995, and
circulated them throughout the main management tiers of the organisations, this
was a summary of best general practices, recommending that commitments be
made to:


Board level discussions.



Regular audits.



Upward appraisals.



Training for effective communications.



The consideration of communication during business planning cycle.



The identification and reward of good practice.

Having established standards, answers must then be formulated to a number of
key questions:


What do they mean in practice?



How will every organisational unit be transformed if they are implemented?



What has stopped such implementation in the past?



How much can be agreed and how much will remain in dispute for the
foreseeable future?



How quickly can change begin?



What training needs arise?
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d) The identification of a senior person or persons prepared to act as link between
the organisation and external audit team.
(2)

Prepare the organisation for the audit
a) Participants should be assured orally and in writing, that their responses will be
treated confidentially.
b) Wherever possible, participants should be selected randomly.
c)

Only the audit team should have access to questionnaires, tape recordings or
anything else which might identify particular respondents.

d) Care should be taken, in writing the report, to ensure that it does not inadvertently
enable readers to identify particular respondents.
e) Audit instruments should be administered well away from the gaze of managers.
(3)

Data gathering
This normally proceeds in two phases. A small number of preliminary first‐round
interviews familiarise the audit team with staff or customers views, as well as
management concerns. A number of typical issues have been suggested which should
be explored in preliminary interviews:


How decisions are made.



Communication channels.



Communication relationships.



Communication obstacles.



Organisational structure.



Responsiveness (e.g. the quality of information flowing during a crisis).

Finally, the main audit is embarked upon. A pilot test is vital. This makes it possible to
detect shortcomings in the design and implementation of the questionnaires or other
approaches being used.
(4)

Action and analysis phase
A report is now prepared, which comprehensively describes and evaluates
communication practices. The results of the audit are presented to the top
management team, orally and in writing. The results then need to be circulated
widely, by whatever means are most appropriate. Action plans should also be
publicised. In this way, the process of audit, as well as whatever changes to which it
gives rise, helps achieve significant strides forward in open and clear communication.

(5)

5

Follow up5

Hargie, Tourish and Wilson (2002) published on the need to include a follow‐up element to communication
audits. This has been added here to the stages originally outlined in their 2000 publication on
communication audits.
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Given that communication is not a static process, but changes over time, an audit only
has the ability to capture and evaluate a snapshot of communication practices within a
certain time period. Thus, follow‐up audits are required to develop an historical
evaluation of communication practices within and between organisations. This
provides the means “to chart the actual impact that an audit makes upon
communication performance” (Hargie, Tourish & Wilson, 2002).
Having outlined the key stages involved in a communication audit, we now provide a brief
outline of some common audit methodologies, and steps to be considered when using
them, that can capture the necessary data required for an audit. These include:
(1)

The questionnaire approach
a) Developing a questionnaire


Research the organisational background



Ascertain the purpose



Determine the proper instrument to use



Choose the instrument



Make appropriate adaptions to the survey

b) Administering the survey

c)



Determine the sample size necessary to fulfil the objectives



Develop an administrative protocol



Decide how feedback will be provided



Test the administrative procedures and questionnaire

Analysing the data

d) Interpreting the results
(2)

The interview approach
a) Initial considerations


Why is the interview useful?



When is the interview useful?

b) Planning

c)



Who will conduct the interviews?



Who will be interviewed?



How long should each interview last?



Developing the interview guide

Conducting the interview
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The opening



The body



The closing

d) Recording information from interviews
e) Analysing interview data
f)
(3)

Reporting the findings

The focus group approach
a) Planning and preparation


The objectives of the research



Who should be involved in the audit



Where to conduct the sessions



How to organise the focus group



Anticipating analysis

b) Identifying and recruiting participants
c)

Moderating and recording the group interviews

d) Analysing the data and reporting outcomes
Communication practices play a key role in education and knowledge sharing within and
between organisations, particularly in relation to issues of lessons learned and preventing
the formation of silos. The identification of different organisational practices and process
that went well and/or need improvement in post‐incident analyses is the basis of lesson‐
learned functions within and between organisations. In order to act on this information
organisations require comprehensive and effective communication practices. The total
environment communication model and communication audit process outlined above offer
a starting point for organisations to understand how, when, and on what, they educate
personnel, and how knowledge is shared and communicated.

1.3.
1.3.1.

Communication, Education and Knowledge Sharing
Communication, education and knowledge sharing in the context of CIR

Timely and accurate communication and knowledge sharing play an important role in
preparing for, responding to and recovering from incidents and crises. The high pressure
and fast paced nature of these incidents requires good communication and knowledge
sharing in order to make decisions and take actions. However, organisations must often
work with partial and incomplete information in the context of rapidly changing situations
and priorities. In the following sections we review best practice advice and guidelines on
communication and knowledge sharing at two levels, intra‐organisational and extra‐
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organisational. In addition to which, we look at the role of education and knowledge sharing
practices in relation to resilience more generally. These descriptions are followed by
instructive guidelines for implementation, which organisations can model from. Preceding
the descriptive reviews and implementation guidelines are introductory paragraphs
outlining the relationship between the different elements of communication and knowledge
sharing and CIR.
1.3.2.

Intra and extra organisational communication

Intra‐and extra‐ organisational communication consists of communication practices that
take place within and between organisations. This includes both formal (e.g. meetings,
operating procedures, reports, working groups etc.) and informal (e.g. email, phone call,
gossip and rumour, etc.) communication channels, and interactions between human‐to‐
human, technology‐to‐technology and human‐to‐technology. Establishing and maintaining
good quality intra‐ and extra‐ organisational communication practices is a key aspect of CIR.
The transition to CIR involves moving towards an adaptive mode of operation that aims to
be both transformative and flexible. This mode of operation forms a new normality for
organisations as they come to grips with the demands of succeeding in the face of emerging
threats, a changing geopolitical landscape and uncertain economic climate. It is no longer
sufficient for organisations to focus only on their own resilience, as they form part of an
interconnected web of reinforced inter‐organisational dependencies. This involves looking
forward, to proactively develop long term strategies that go beyond immediate, short term
reactive considerations. CI operators/owners will also need to ensure that external
organisations using their services are aware of the potential effect of loss of those services
and
We consider intra‐ and extra‐ organisational communication along two lines, written and
verbal. Both forms of communication are addressed in terms of potential barriers to, and
enablers of, effective communication practices, and the impacts these can have on the
resilience of, and between, organisations.


Sender/receiver relationship



Buy in/ownership



Clear language



Standardised symbols and signs



Shared mental models



Two‐way communication



Reinforcement/clarity



Knowledge management systems – who has access, when, how and why.



Builds trust



Reduces errors
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The importance of communication and communication needs is developed in other sections
of this document, in particular Section 1.6.4 – communication means, Sections 3.2.2 and
3.1.2.3 – response plan development and liaison, Sections 3.1.3.2 and 3.1.3.4 – incident
management and incident site safety , Section 3.2.3 ‐ business continuity management and
Section 3.3.1.2 testing and exercises.
1.3.3.

Education and knowledge sharing

Education and knowledge sharing play important roles in the resilience of critical
infrastructure. They are embedded across the daily operations within and between
organisations, and support the capacity of interrelated organisations to successfully prepare
for, respond to and recover from incidents and crises. Akin to inter‐ and extra‐
organisational communication, education and knowledge sharing practices occur both
formally (e.g. professional development training and courses, meetings, and recording
processes, learning from best practice, and coordinating roles and responsibilities across
organisations) and informally (e.g. on the job training and observation, and the sharing of
experiences and expertise). Both education and knowledge sharing practices are key aspects
of CIR.


Role of education/knowledge within and across organisations, their suppliers and
customers



Operating in a time of information, a catalyst for change, turning information into
knowledge.



Anti‐silo



Lessons learned

1.4.
1.4.1.

Identification, Analysis and Management of Current and Future Risks
The relation of risk management to CIR

According to the ISO Guide 73, risk management is: “coordinated activities to direct and
control an organisation with regard to risk”, with risk defined as: “effect of uncertainty on
objectives”. The transition from risk management to CIR has been analysed by a number of
researchers, also within the framework of the RESILENS project. The distinction between the
risk management process and managing CIR can be described as follows. Risk management
is a process that essentially focusses on identified risks, while CIR management is a broader
process, which relates to the full range of organisational and social aspects of the CI, and
also includes a response to unidentified or future threats.
From an organisational viewpoint, risk management comprises part of the CIR design
process, utilising a number of tools to identify the risks, analyse and assess them, and
determine the strategy to be implemented in treating them. As recognised in Section 1.1.1
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above no organisation can be entirely resilient given the constant changes and varying
degrees of uncertainly faced. Identification of the risks faced by an organisation, the
probability of these occurring and their impact including the potential for a cascading
impact, provides the basis for their assessment and management as a key input to the
effectiveness of an organisation’s resilience and overall governance framework.
1.4.2.

Risk management – context and implementation

1.4.2.1.

Risk management process

According to the ISO risk management standard (ISO31000), risk management is an overall
process of risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation. This standard is an accepted
international framework for managing risks, and comprises five steps:
(1)

Establishing the context. This includes the planning stage; mapping the scope,
objectives & constraints and defining the framework and agenda.

(2)

Risk identification. This stage identifies the sources of risk, areas of impact, the events
and their potential consequences including cascading problems. Common identified
risks are:


Natural disasters and extreme weather (e.g. flooding, earthquakes, hurricanes,
natural fires)



Safety incidents and technical failures (e.g. operational failures, water and/or air
pollution, fire, release of hazardous materials)



Pandemics and health crises



Terror or serious crime incidents (e.g. attack with weapons and/or explosives)



Cyber‐attacks affecting mission critical systems by preventing or significantly
diminishing their core services

(3)

Risk analysis. Provides input for the risk evaluation process and for decision making on
whether / which risks need to be treated, and on the most appropriate risk treatment
strategies and methods.

(4)

Risk evaluation. Risk evaluation assists in making decisions based on the outcomes of
risk analyses, and about the priority for treatment implementation.

(5)

Risk treatment. This involves selecting one or more optional actions to reduce the
risks, and executing them.

The risk management process according to ISO31000 is depicted in the following figure:
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Figure 5: Risk management process
Each step of the risk management process is reviewed and discussed with relevant
stakeholders. The entire process is repeated periodically to ensure changes in the
organisation and in the threat environment are taken into account.
1.4.2.2.

Risk analysis

According to ISO31000, risk analysis is a process aimed at comprehending the nature of the
risk and determining the level of risk.
The accepted risk analysis formula for calculating the relative risk is:
Risk = Likelihood of occurrence x Impact of hazard
Likelihood refers to the chance of something happening and impact referring to the overall
impact of the hazard (harm to operations, human life and physical property; environmental
and social impact and more). The risk is usually calculated on the basis of annual data, and
can be illustrated with the following example.
When the expected harm in cost terms resulting from an extreme flooding incident is 5
billion euro (5,000 million), and such an event is anticipated statistically to occur once in 20
years, the risk is calculated as follows:
Risk = 0.2 x € 5,000 K = €1,000 K
As another example when conducting a risk analysis of security risks, the accepted formula
for calculating the relative risk is:
Risk = Likelihood of occurrence x vulnerability x consequences
where:
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Likelihood of occurrence is the probability that a specific hazard will occur or the
probability of a potential act or event that may cause harm to people, material damage or
non – physical losses.
(1)

Vulnerability, or the probability that a specific hazard will be realised. This depends on
the safeguards and safety measures implemented.

The third and last variable is:
(2)

Consequences, which include:


Impact: Harm to people – fatalities and injuries



Economic and environmental harm / impact – damage caused to the operator's
property, as well as to private and public assets; the operational consequences;
disruption of economic activities; value of insurance pay‐outs; environmental
damage and restoration costs and direct and indirect losses caused to the
economy and society



Political and social impact – social unrest and impact on public order and safety,
reputational and political implications.

This can be illustrated with the following example: The likelihood that a terror attack will be
perpetrated in a train station is estimated by the security bodies to be once in 20 years – a
probability of 0.05 on an annual basis, and the security arrangements implemented at the
station are insufficient to prevent it. Therefore, the likelihood that such an attack will occur
is very high – a probability of 0.95. Its accumulated consequences (fatalities and injuries,
direct physical and/or operational harm, loss of future revenues and more) amount to 50
billion euro (50,000 million). The relative risk of this threat is calculated in the following
manner:
Risk = 0.05 x 0.95 x € 50,000 K = €2,375 K
As depicted in Figure 6, a common method of illustrating a risk analysis is by the use of
matrices that visually display the various risks along two axes: likelihood of occurrence
(hazard) and its impact. These illustrations and the following text are included to provide
some guidance to those who are not specialists in risk assessment.

Figure 6: Risk Analysis Matrix
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Risk treatment

ISO31000 indicates four risk treatment strategies:
(1)

Risk mitigation (control or reduction)

The risk mitigation strategy involves techniques that reduce the severity of the
consequences or the likelihood of their occurrence. Risk mitigation is the security
management strategy most often implemented by CI operators and/or owners.
(2)

Risk acceptance (retention)

Risk acceptance entails advance acceptance of potential consequences. Self‐insurance falls
into this category. Risk acceptance is a viable strategy in the case of small risks, where the
cost of insuring against the risk would be greater, over time, than the total losses potentially
sustained.
(3)

Risk transfer

Insurance provides risk transfer by compensating for losses caused by security attacks or
natural hazards. However, it does not comprise a total risk transfer strategy and is not
commonly implemented by CI operators and/or owners.
(4)

Risk avoidance (or elimination)

Risk avoidance is a strategy in the unlikely event that that any action that entails taking risks
is not taken.

1.5.
1.5.1.

Budgeting and economic decision support for CI organisational resilience
Why / purpose

CIs continuously face and experience the threat of natural, technological and man‐made
hazards which could result in a disruption in the provision of their critical functions. When a
hazard severely disrupts a community’s ability to function, resulting in loss of life, significant
damage and hardships, it becomes a disaster. The loss of services provided by CIs during
such periods can escalate the extent of hardships associated with disaster events, impacting
the ability of the CI to generate income as well as the ability of the community/society to
quickly recover.
Although there is currently a lot of research on CI and community resilience topics, valuable
guidance on steps which can be used to support CI budgeting activities and for evaluating
the economic ramifications of investment decisions for the purpose of improving CI
resilience remains lacking and is widely needed.
The purpose of this section is to provide a guidance methodology for evaluating budgeting
and investment allocation decisions aimed at improving the ability of CI systems to adapt to,
withstand and quickly recover from disasters thus ensuring that the critical functions they
provide are delivered to the communities they cover with minimum disruption. Budgetary
considerations will need e.g. to relate to protection of CI critical assets and core services,
redundancy of critical assets and core services and provision for incident and crisis
preparedness and response.
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What

This functional section on “budgeting and economic decision support for CI organisational
resilience” will highlight and develop important budgeting decision guidance for the
evaluation of how resilience strategies are developed and examined to facilitate the
efficient allocation of CI resources. This section aims to assist CI operators/owners in
understanding the rationale behind the benefits, costs and trade‐offs involved in making
budgeting decisions and improvements in relation to strategies put forward to improve CI
resilience.
1.5.3.

How: approach and implementation of the guideline

The budgeting and economic decision support for organisational resilience section draws
largely from the NIST Resilience Economic Decision Guide for Building and Infrastructure
Systems (2015)6, and frames the budgeting process by initially identifying and comparing
the relevant present and future streams of costs and benefits. The guideline therefore
provides a means for CI operators and owners to objectively and effectively compare and
contrast capital investment allocations associated with resilience through a consideration of
benefits and costs, while maintaining an appreciation of the intended aims of such
strategies in improving the overall system resilience.
The ideal time to plan for hazards is before they occur. However, the ability to put forward
effective budgets which provide the resources required to effectively address all potential
hazards and disasters, and the potential resilience strategies implementable, can prove
challenging especially with the uncertainty surrounding the probabilities and consequences
of potential hazards, cascading effects, and the limited available financial bases/resources.
For the development of their budgets, given their limited economic resources, CI operators
and owners therefore need an approach that helps them decide between alternatives that
reduce damage levels and ensure a speedy recovery.
This section related to the guidelines on Budgeting and economic decision support for
organisational resilience provides a process for considering alternate methods for increasing
CI resilience through cost‐effective investment allocation. The guideline includes a step‐wise
methodology (Error! Reference source not found.) for analysing the economics and
reasoning of competing capital improvements and potential expenditure options to attain CI
resilience, and ultimately aid in the informing the CI budgeting process with CI resilience
goals in mind.

6

Community Resilience Economic Decision Guide for Buildings and Infrastructure Systems. NIST Special
Publication 1197. Gilbert SW., Butry DT., Helgeson JF., Chapman RE.
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1197. December 2015.
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1.0 Select Candidate Strategies
1.1 Collaborative Planning Team

1.2 Understanding the Situations

1.3 Determine CI organisational and
societal goals/objectives

1.4 Plan Development

2.0 Define CI Resilience Requirements and Budget Objectives/Scope
2.1 Resilience Requirements

2.2 Define Economic Objective Function

2.3 Determine Planning Horizon

2.4 Identify Constraints

3.0 Identify Benefits and Costs of Resilience Strategies
3.1 Identify COst and Losses (associated with resilience
strategies)

3.2 Identify Benefits and Savings

3.3 Identify Externalities

4.0 Identify non Market (non‐economic) Considerations
4.1 Human life/injuries impact

4.2 Socio‐cultural impacts

4.3 Environmental Impacts

5.0 Perform Economic Evaluation and Strategy Selection

6.0 Rank Strategies
6.1 Plan Preparation Review and Appraisal

6.2 Plan Implementation and Maintenance

7.0 Incorporate resilience strategy in Budget

Figure 7: Flow chart illustrating the steps and elements applicable for the budgeting and
economic decision support guideline

1.5.3.1.

Process steps

The rest of this section describes each step in Figure 7 of the budgeting and economic
decisions support guideline for enhancing CI resilience.
(1)

Select candidate strategies

This step adopts and incorporates the first four steps in the NIST Planning Guide for Building
and infrastructure Systems7 as the initial guideline step. The sub‐steps covered here are
aimed at sourcing, considering and producing the information needed to support the
economic evaluation of the alternative CI resilience options and investment strategies by
establishing the list of operational, societal and administration influencing factors and
approaches (potential ‘resilience actions’) under consideration. The sub steps are
elaborated as follows.
(a)

7

Collaborative planning team

Community Resilience Planning Guide for Buildings and infrastructure Systems. Volume 1. NIST Special
Edition 1190. http;//dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1190v1. National Institute for Standards and Technology
(NIST). May 2016.
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As identified in Section 1.1.2, for CI resilience strategies to be successful, developed and
implemented, leadership is needed to promote and integrate coordination and outreach
activities. To meet the intended budgeting goals a resilience team focused on the CI budget
related activities should first be established. This team should include parties involved with
the CI responsible for making economic decisions (to provide economic resource oversight),
operational heads/managers (to provide details of the CI operations), and human resource
personnel (to cover staffing and personnel matters). The established team should also
include representatives from: the banking and insurance companies, local government
(e.g., civil protection, community development, public works); oversight agencies, operators
and owners of dependent systems also emergency responders.
(b)

Understanding the situation

Both the social, organisational and technical dimensions of the CI system need to be
characterised, and dependencies among and between the social systems and the CI
functions provided identified before resilience strategies can be proposed and then be
supported by budgetary actions. Characterising the existing CI system includes identifying
key attributes and dependencies. Here, specific CI assets that support desired social services
and systems can be further identified for resilience planning. CI operators/ owners may
have much of the needed information available through their various databases.
Considering CI resilience strategy development, the maintenance and guaranteeing of the
provision of the critical functions of the CI is key to considering the attributes of the CI
system and how it can be made more resilient. Characteristics will be highlighted that will
help determine the current condition of the CI include the location(s), current use, age,
current maintenance and upgrades plans, both at the time of design and for current
performance. Information about dependence on other systems, or branches of systems, will
also help build an understanding of how the investigated CI is expected to perform if one of
the systems stops providing services.
Under this step, how the CI customers and the communities using the CI provided service
cope with a potential disruption (quantity and timing) of the CI service delivery is identified.
Issues covering the ownership structures and income streams supporting the investigated CI
should also be examined. For government run CI, these considerations should include an
exploration of an unplanned sudden cut or reduction in resources to the CI following a
change in government policy. Issues such as insurance requirements and coverage, as well
the provision and provision of government aid, the feasibility of generating financial or in‐
kind disaster assistance should be examined for both private, semi‐state and state run CI.
(c)

Determine the CI organisational and societal goals and objectives this section sets

One of the overriding goals for the CI operator or owner is to develop and implement
resilience strategies. Ideally these resilience goals should be positioned to complement the
business continuity and operation performance goals of the CI. Establishing the
organisational and societal goals and objectives for the CI needs input from all CI
stakeholders, including local government offices for civil protection, emergency responders,
social needs, public works, and buildings; local business and industry Representatives; and
social and economic organisations. CI organisational resilience planning should be based on
long‐term goals.
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For example, a transportation CI provider may want to attract new clients with its improved
metro infrastructures and service lines, so needs a resilience plan to ensure that the newly
introduced service will suffer minimal disruption following any potential disruption event,
ensuring that the project investments are recouped as scheduled. Establishing CI goals also
help with developing strategies and prioritisation of resilience solutions.
Each CI will have a set of potential hazards that should be considered in setting out the
resilience goals and objectives. By understanding how social systems and the CI will perform
and recover over a range of hazard levels, the set goals and objectives will be more
informed.
(d)

Plan development

The plan development is based on performance goals set for the CI, which are based on
recovery of the critical function provided after a potential disruption event. Recovery goals
are established at two levels:
(1)

desired performance as a long‐term goal, and

(2)

anticipated (actual) performance for existing systems.

The performance goals should be based on the societal needs of the community serviced by
the CI as well as on the economic expectations of the CI operator/owner (especially for CI
where profitability underscores its continued operation). These goals should therefore
consider the functions that CI need to provide, as well as any dependencies between
systems or cascading effects caused by failures.
Comparison of desired and anticipated performance provides a basis for identifying gaps in
performance that will impact on the CI resilience and therefore need to be integrated into
the alternative resilience investment strategies. CI resilience investment strategies include
mitigation, incident/disaster preparedness, design and construction, emergency response,
and pre‐event recovery planning. Inclusion of desired performance goals versus anticipated
(actual) performance of the CI to hazard events, and expected recovery sequences, time,
and costs provides a complete basis for the CI to understand gaps in performance and
support the allocation of resources.
Based on the aims and objectives for the CI system pursuing resilience, using the need to
guarantee its critical function provision as a basis, various resilience strategy plans can be
developed to support different resilience intentions which will in turn inform the resources
which will be needed to facilitate such strategies e.g. as presented in Table 1

Resilience Strategy Option

Intended aim

Conservation

...maintaining production with fewer inputs.

Input substitution

…shifting input combinations to achieve the same function or
level of productivity.

Increasing inventories

…for a rainy day. Includes both emergency stockpiles and
ordinary working supplies of production inputs.
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Resilience Strategy Option

Intended aim

Excess capacity

…refers to idle plant and equipment. A special case is
redundancy that refers to back‐up systems that do not increase
productive capacity but rather compensate for damaged capital.

Relocation

…changing the site of business activity.

Eliminating
unimportance

resource …refers to the portion of business operation that can continue
without a critical input.

Import substitution

…is importing resources from other regions, including new
contractual arrangements.

Export substitution

…resources and services to other regions other than normal
serviced community.

Technological change

…to allow for easier manipulation to restore function, to
increase production, change hours of operation, and to respond
to altered product demands.

Production recapture

…refers to working overtime or extra shifts to recoup lost
production.

Delivery logistics

…refers to reducing impediments to the delivery of goods and
services.

Removing
impediments

operating … refers to removing related complications, and
streamlining paperwork for insurance claims and government
assistance

Management effectiveness

…refers to skills that promote restoration, repair, and
reconstruction.

Speeding restoration

…refers to a range of options such as alternative means of
access to repair sites and incentive contracts.
Table 1: Resilience strategies and aims8

Based on expert judgment, the selection of the candidate strategies should generally set out
to identify those that are most likely to have high net benefit to the CI, after accounting for
the additional objectives and constraints identified in Section (3) Identify Benefits and Costs
of Resilience Strategies
(2)

Define CI resilience requirements/budget objectives/scope

(a)

Define CI resilience requirements

After a careful consideration of the particular CI organisational and societal situations, the
identified aims and objectives of resilience action goals in the CI and the different resilience
strategy options afforded by the developed plan, an identification of specific resilience
requirements particular to the CI system will be included here.
8

Table generated using resilience strategies put forward in Rose A. (2009) Economic Resilience to Disasters.
Final Report to Community and Regional Resilience Institute. CARRI Research Report 8
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This will include the identification of the potential operational workforce, the co‐operation
agreements with other infrastructure providers, the availability of emergency bodies and
responders, the communication mechanisms in place and other important CI organisational
and societal factors which should be considered to enable the achievement of the resilience
strategy and alternatives proposed in the developed plan.
An initial cost value for some of these factors can start to be initially collated in this step and
alternatives and replacement options should also be identified.
(b)

Define economic objective function

The budgeting and economic decision support guideline is designed to identify resilience
strategies with the greatest net benefit, accounting for all organisational factors for which a
value can be determined. Only the strategies with maximum benefits will be put forward in
the proposed organisational budget. An objective function identifies those potential
investments that maximise the net benefits to the CI resilience goals.
It must be noted that there are however often factors or issues that both the CI and the
societies they cover care about for which obtaining objective values are challenging or even
impossible to calculate. In such cases, the CI and the society may want to establish what
additional factors are important in its consideration between alternatives, and take those
factors into account when determining what candidate strategies to evaluate and in
deciding on strategies for implementation.
(c)

Determine planning horizon

The team will have to determine a planning horizon. This is the period over which resilience
alternatives are compared in terms of the different costs and benefits that occur during that
period. For a given planning horizon, care will need to be taken to ensure that costs and
benefits are fully and correctly considered.
The planning horizon associated with the resilience strategies may need to be redistributed
(and broken down into smaller time periods) to facilitate a sync with the normal budgeting
periods of the concerned CI.
(d)

Identify constraints

Before putting forward different resilience strategies which would inform the development
of effective budgeting for CI resilience, relevant political, legal, financial, and other
considerations which might limit what a CI can do with regards to resilience implementation
should be examined.
The influence of government structures, politics, sudden changes in legislation, the
possibility of unforeseen market crashes and currency devaluation etc., should be
considered. With regards to the workforce required to implement the resilience strategies,
the legal requirements and limitations should also be specified e.g. maximum working hours
allowable.
There may be factors that influence decisions whose impact on the CI and societal resilience
may be hard to quantify. Where such factors exist, the CI resilience team will need to take
them into account when selecting candidate resilience strategies, and when deciding on
what actions are implementable and should be covered in the organisation’s budgeting.
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This is especially important since depending on its ownership structure, all CI operators/
owners face funding limitations and budget constraints. The process associated with the
selection of the candidate resilience strategy will therefore typically have to screen out any
strategies under which costs exceed the (budget) constraint, or consider ways to repackage
or stage such resilient activities over time.
(3)

Identify benefits and costs of resilience strategies

Benefits are defined as the estimated improvement to the CI system performance,
functioning or service provision during a hazard event compared to its status quo
performance, i.e., those obtained directly or indirectly by implementation of the new
resilience strategy. The estimated performance improvement includes the ability to provide
its critical functions, a reduction in the costs of the response and recovery phases and the
magnitude of damages (e.g. to assets) from a disaster. Benefits also are considered to
include positive effects (i.e. co‐benefits) from a resilience strategy that improve societal and
community function and value.
When identifying the resilience strategies costs and benefits, care must be taken to ensure
that costs and benefits are not double‐counted. For example, if savings on insurance
premiums are counted as part of the benefits (or equivalently, deducted from the costs),
then benefits need to be considered as net of insurance pay‐outs (pay‐outs minus premiums
paid). Care also needs to be taken when costs and benefits do not align with the planning
horizon. If the strategy ends before the end of the planning horizon, then benefits need to
be adjusted accordingly.
In some cases, the adoption of one resilience measure may completely eliminate the
possibility of or need to implement other options. For example, for a geographic region
which experiences occasional wind hazards, the electricity distribution CI may be
considering either strengthening power poles or locating electrical lines underground. These
choices are mutually exclusive, meaning only one of these options would be selected, but in
this example, the selection of one of those options does not reduce the availability of future
options. The benefits and cost analysis should take such considerations into account.
(a)

Identify Costs and Losses Associated with Resilience Strategies

All costs associated with the development, owning, operating, and maintaining the
proposed resilience strategies will need to be measured. These costs should also include the
known and potential estimable negative effects associated with implementing the resilience
action. This specifically includes the initial costs, operation and maintenance costs, end‐of‐
life costs, and replacement costs. In addition, any non‐economic costs and negative
externalities will need to be taken into account.
An example of non‐economic costs would be environmental degradation due to
construction. An example of a negative externality would be the costs of environmental
degradation from the construction activities. All of these additional costs need to be
accounted for in order to correctly estimate the net benefit of a proposed resilience
strategy.
(b)

Identify benefits and savings
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Benefits in this step are loosely divided into two categories as follows:


Reductions in disaster costs and losses. Under this guideline, all damages incurred that are
associated with the resilience strategies will need to be converted into costs. In discussing costs
and losses, two complementary classifications are considered. The first classification considers
costs and losses by their cause and measurability. Its categories are resilience costs, direct
losses, indirect losses, and non‐economic losses. The second classifies losses by what is
damaged or destroyed. Its categories include people, the economy, key governmental services,
social networks and systems, and the environment (Gilbert, 2010).

Direct (economic) losses are largely limited to losses of physical infrastructure. Indirect
losses are the result of other losses.
Indirect losses often include the impacts to the economy, and include such things as
critical function provision interruption costs and the costs of reduced income due to
disaster‐related asset losses. Often indirect losses are a result of the inability to
continue operation due to the failure of a service depended on provided by another CI
system. Documented damage estimates in the past have largely been limited to direct
losses. Indirect losses are much more difficult to estimate, but are a significant fraction
of the economic losses that occur. While each estimate includes different things under
direct and indirect losses, they still indicate that indirect losses are a significant part of
the total losses from a disaster.
Losses of people (primarily deaths and injuries), key governmental services, social
networks and systems, and the environment generally fall into the category of non‐
economic damages. What distinguishes non‐economic damages from economic
damages (like damaged assets and business‐interruption costs) is that there is generally
no market price for the things that are affected by non‐economic damages.
All such damages will however be needed to be considered before forwarding the
strategies to a selection process before it is included in the organisational budget.


Non‐disaster‐related benefits. Resilience strategies which are implemented may also
produce benefits outside of hazard events. These can be analysed using similar to those for
disaster related benefits i.e., direct benefits, indirect benefits, and non‐economic benefits.

An example of a direct non‐hazard‐related benefit would be improvements to a CI asset
that reduces current operation and maintenance costs. An example of non‐hazard‐
related indirect benefits is reductions in highway deaths and injuries from highway
improvements. Positive externalities also need to be taken into account.


Identify externalities. Externalities here refers to those costs or benefits that impact a
third party that is not part of the direct decision to implement a given resilience
strategy. Externalities may therefore positive or negative.
An example of negative externalities is air pollution (which affects numerous people
beyond the polluting entity). An example of a positive externality is a tsunami warning
signal at a particular CI asset whose benefits extend far beyond the entity funding the
research. Externalities present difficulties for two reasons. First, most externalities
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affect noneconomic factors and are therefore difficult to value. Second, and more
importantly, externalities present problems because the entity making the decision
does not experience the full costs (in the case of negative externalities) or benefits (in
the case of positive externalities) of their decision.
As a result, investments with positive externalities tend to be under‐supplied (society
would prefer more), and investments with negative externalities tend to be over‐
supplied (society would prefer less).
Knowledge of the externalities associated with resilience strategies are however
necessary since this might inform and sway the adoption and implementation of a
certain strategy option over another.
(4)

Identify non‐market (non‐economic) considerations

It can be challenging to estimate economic values for some costs and benefits. For example,
damages are non‐economic if they exclude physical infrastructure or directly affect the
economy. Most prominent among the non‐economic losses are deaths and injuries. Others
include social, cultural, and environmental impacts
Sub‐steps under this category include:


Human life/injuries impact estimation



Socio‐cultural impacts



Environmental impacts

With regard to deaths and injuries, the value of a statistical life is typically used to quantify
the loss. There are a fairly large number of estimates for value of a statistical life in the
literature (i.e. as presented in Gilbert, 2010)9. For other non‐economic damages, much less
information is available.
(5)

Perform economic evaluation and strategy selection

This should usually take the expected benefits of a resilience strategy, discounted to the
present, and subtracts the present‐value costs of the strategy. Any strategy whose net value
is greater than zero has benefits that exceed its costs, while any strategy whose net value is
less than zero has costs exceeding its benefits.
Results can be reported as net benefits, benefit‐to‐cost ratio, and internal rate of return,
adjusted internal rate of return or all of the above. Since for most purposes these reporting
approaches are equivalent, the reporting approach to use is the one that is most readily
answers the economic objective set forth.
Evaluation involves the following actions and considerations. Evaluate the calculated values
for net benefits for each alternative community resilience investment strategy. Identify and
rank alternative resilience investment strategies for candidates for adoption into the
organisations budget. The alternative with the highest net benefits will often be the
9

Gilbert, Stanley. 2010. Disaster Resilience: A Guide to the Literature. NIST Special Publication 1117.
Gaithersburg, MD.
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candidate for further consideration and selection into the CI’s resilience plan and eventually
into the budget. Document findings from the baseline analysis in an analysis report and
include the results for all alternatives evaluated. Include comparisons between the
investment strategy with the highest net benefits and any alternatives which are considered
strong contenders, listing both the pros and cons of each.
The relevant strategies which are positioned to best meet the resilience goals of the CI are
then whittled down from the available options and selected in this step.
(6)

Rank strategies

This step in the budgeting and economic decision support guide ranks the strategies for
implementation, after accounting for their relative net benefits, while considering any
constraints and identified non‐market considerations.
To the extent that the resilience actions have no interacting effects and no cost constraint
exists, then the preferred set of measures are those that have the largest positive net
benefit.
A difficult problem of note here as was previously mentioned is that, proposed resilience
actions may have interacting effects. When these exist then the combinations of actions
should be jointly analysed, especially when the adoption of one action forecloses the
implementation of others, either now or in the future. In addition, when resilience actions
are mutually exclusive, they need to be explicitly considered.
(a)

Plan preparation, review, and approval

Each of the alternative CI resilience strategies consists of a set of actions. These actions are
likely staged over a period of years so they can be fitted into the CI’s capital budgeting
process. The presentation and analysis from the baseline analysis and sensitivity analysis are
central to understanding and accepting the findings; they need to be carefully integrated
into the CI’s resilience plan to promote a more complete understanding of its merits by key
CI decision makers and stakeholders as well as important stakeholders in the society. If the
presentation is clear and concise, and if the analysis strategy is logical, complete and
carefully spelled out, then the results should stand close scrutiny. The following are the key
economic considerations that need to be integrated into the resilience plan:


Recommend an alternative as the most cost‐effective CI resilience investment strategy.



Provide a rationale for the recommendation. Include, as part of the rationale, findings
from the baseline analysis and the sensitivity analysis.



If applicable, include a discussion of circumstances under which the recommended
alternative did not have the best measure of ECONOMIC performance.



Describe any significant effects that remain un‐quantified. Explain how these effects
impact the recommended alternative.

(b)

Plan implementation and maintenance
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As the resilience plan move into implementation, new information will become available on
both costs and benefits. To ensure that the resilience plan becomes an integral part of the
community’s economic development plan and other long‐range plans that information
needs to be updated and maintained. In addition, any benefits not initially accounted for in
the original plan should be documented along with any unintended consequences that
detract from the merits of the plan.
(7)

Incorporate the selected resilience strategy in the CI operational budget

The costs of, and investments required to achieve the selected resilience strategies
developed and explored in the preceding steps are then included in the CI budgeting
mechanism. The extent to which the available resources in the CI can be used to cover
proposed strategies are again examined in this step. Additional external resourcing channels
which can be called upon to meet the proposed resilience plans should also be clearly
identified in the budget.
The uncertainties associated with disaster events make the institution of adequate
budgeting plans for CI resilience necessary.
How the allocated budget investments estimated to meet potential resilience activities will
be utilised and rolled over if not used in the operating year should also be presented.

1.6.

Critical Infrastructure Resilience Assessment

1.6.1.

The context of organisational resilience assessment with resilience management

As part of the resilience management process in general, and the process pertaining to CI in
particular, CI operators / owners are required to determine a benchmark for level of
organisational resilience. Whether this assessment of their status with respect to CI
resilience is done on the basis of qualitative, semi‐quantitative of quantitative methods, it
serves three objectives:
(1) To assess the level of resilience at a given point in time, as a benchmark for the future,
in accordance with changes relating to business, environmental, regulatory and
technological aspects.
(2) To determine an action plan based on the organisation’s risk management policy, and
to affirm it as an organisational decision that has been approved by the organisation’s
management echelon.
(3) To allocate resources for the short, medium and long term, based on the action plan.
Since CI resilience is a broad and complex issue, it is important to remember the following:


CI resilience assessment requires the involvement of several organisational units and
disciplines, including mission critical system managers and experts, risk managers,
security managers, incident response managers, IT and information system security
experts, and other stakeholders.
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The assessors must have an in‐depth understanding of the risks faced by the
organisation, the risk treatment strategies (e.g. mitigate, adapt, accept/absorb, avoid,
transfer) and their consequences with respect to its core services, with particular
emphasis on the ‘most severe’ and the ‘most probable’ risks.



It is possible that some of the components of requisites are irrelevant for specific
organisations. In such cases, they should be deducted in the calculation of the final
score. Additionally, the basic CI resilience assessment does not include the weights of
the requisites or of individual components, corresponding to their relative importance
to one risk or another.



CI resilience assessment shall be based on a determination by the assessors. This
assessment will allow organisations to conduct a cyclic situational assessment, to
determine priorities and develop action plans.

1.6.2.

Critical infrastructure resilience assessment methods

CI resilience assessment can be performed based on the following three methods:
(1)

Qualitative methods. In qualitative methods, the system resilience is usually
estimated, either through indices that rely on subjective assessments (e.g., network
management and preparedness), or by indicators (e.g., connectivity and reliability)
that quantify system attributes, which are assumed to be related to the resilience of
the system. The first approach is characterised by a qualitative estimation of (part of)
the resilience, meanwhile the latter is used to quantify it. It is noted that using only
one of the approaches will result in an incomplete estimation of the holistic concept of
resilience.
Thus, an improved methodology should consider both, those characteristics of the
system resilience that cannot be mathematically evaluated, and those that can be
quantified by means of numerical indicators.
It is highlighted that a quantitative tool is required to reduce the subjectivity of the
assessment and to allow the analysis of the system resilience over time.

(2)

Semi‐quantitative methods. Semi‐quantitative resilience methodologies have mainly
been designed to assess selected relevant "resilience‐based" system characteristics
(i.e. assessing the systems redundancy or resourcefulness) as a means of qualifying
the overall system resilience. The results derived following the implementation of
such methods are usually represented using a scaling/rating system (i.e. Likert scale)
or as an overall percentage score (0‐100%). This analysis of system characteristics is
usually drawn from expert opinions using identified system resilience domains or
issues which are subsequently used for the development of position responses, and is
interpreted as being indicative of the current operational state of the system. An
aggregation of the responses is normally used to obtain a "resilience index" which
outlines the resilience domains or aspects of the investigated system where resilience
improvements could be applied.
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An extensive review of semi‐quantitative resilience models or methods available in the
academic literature revealed that most of such tools were mainly aimed for use for the
evaluation of community resilience in the face of disaster (i.e. UNISDR, 2015) or
specifically tailored to address the resilience of specific organisational functions (i.e.
supply chain aspects (i.e. Petit et al., 2010) or their component process units (i.e.
Shirali et al., 2013).
(3)

Quantitative methods. Quantitative methods assess resilience by measuring the
performance of the system, regardless of its structure. These measures are
comparable across different systems contexts with similar underlying logic.
General quantitative measures are used to assess resilience through the comparison
of system performance before and after a disaster event. This analysis is carried out
without focusing on factors unique to the system, and is transferable between system
types (energy, water, transport, etc.). Throughout the more recent resilience
literature in more technical disciplines there is a clear movement from qualitative
approaches to quantitative measures.

1.6.3.

Critical infrastructure resilience assessment

The CI operator/owner should undertake an assessment of resilience of critical
infrastructures to man‐made and natural hazards to determine whether the existing levels
of resilience are acceptable. The semi quantitative assessment tool provided with RESILENS
is the Critical Infrastructure Resilience Assessment Tool, or CI‐RAT.
The CI‐RAT tool is based on the three cyclic, interrelated requisites on which the RESILENS
project is based these being:


Prepare, prevent and protect



Mitigate, absorb and adapt



Respond, recover and learn

Since CI resilience is a broad and complex issue, it is important to bear in mind the
following:


CI resilience assessment requires the involvement of several organisational units and
disciplines, including mission critical system managers and experts, risk managers,
security managers, incident response managers, IT and information system security
experts and other stakeholders.



The assessors must have an in‐depth understanding of the risks faced by the
organisation, the risk treatment strategies (e.g. mitigate, accept, avoid, transfer) and
their consequences with respect to its core services, with particular emphasis on the
‘most severe’ and the ‘most probable’ risks.



It is possible that some of the requisites’ components are irrelevant for specific
organisations. In such cases, they should be deducted in the calculation of the final
score. Additionally, the basic CI resilience assessment does not include the weights of
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the requisites or of individual components, corresponding to their relative importance
to one risk or another.


CI resilience assessment shall be based on an objective determination by the assessors.
An objective assessment will allow organisations to conduct a cyclic situational
assessment, to determine priorities and develop action plans.

Subsequently therefore, at agreed frequencies, an organisation should assess and evaluate
the performance and suitability of its current resilience measures to verify the acceptable
level is maintained, and take corrective actions if necessary.
Upon completion of the assessment exercises using the CI‐RAT, the decision makers in the
evaluated CI will be aware of where each component falls on the assessment scale.
Continued analysis of the results and their impact on the organisation will be required. The
guidelines provided by the PARET tool will support the analysis/evaluation functionality
needed by the CI system, enabling the CI operator to develop resilience enhancing
strategies for their systems. This is achieved through the outputs of the PARET which include
a priority list of the relevant resilience components which have been identified as needing
improvement, their interlinkages and how it influences the CI system operations; a list of
resources necessary to meet the resilience enhancement goals; as well as considerations on
the external factors (i.e. economic, environmental, political and societal) which could
potentially affect the investigated system.

1.7.

Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Considerations

1.7.1.

The relation between CIP and CIR (Critical Infrastructure Resilience)

Protecting CI is a component of CIR, as:


Protecting CI prevents or reduces the risk of internal or external incidents, and thus
enhances CIR;



Protection allows improving situational awareness and supports the responders’
decision making, which in some cases may decrease the outcome of the incidents,
mitigate the risk and increase CIR.

Note: for illustrative purposes the text refers to security arrangements in the following
Sections 1.6.2 – 1.6.5. The same approach can be applied to any other aspect of a CI facility
operation.
Understanding the context of CIP

1.7.2.

Figure 8 depicts the CIP components in the context of resilience management – before and
during an incident. In this context, CIP is relevant for the following components:
(1)

Before an incident. The CIP components provide the following benefits:


Hazard prevention, through implementation of technological means, policy or
inputs, such as security doors or protective means to prevent break‐in and
penetration into critical areas;
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Hazard detection, through implementation of threat detection technologies such
as fire and hazardous materials detection systems;



Delay, through implementation of physical or technological means allowing
human intervention and preventing escalation of the hazard, such as a perimeter
fence that delays access of a perpetrator / adversary into the CI and its critical
assets, giving responders valuable time to respond.

During an incident, a range of means that help create or improve situational
awareness and coordination among the responding bodies internal and external to the
organisation, such as GIS systems, information management systems and various
visual means. These will support the effectiveness of the incident or crisis
management process applied to the response.

Figure 8: CIP Elements in the Context of Resilience
1.7.3.

ICT Readiness for Business Continuity (IRBC)

ICT readiness for business continuity (IRBC) refers to a management system that supports
an organisation's Information Management Security System (IMSS) programme and
complements its BCM system (See also section 3.2). The objective is to improve the
readiness of the organisation to:


Respond to the constantly changing risk environment;



Ensure continuation of critical business operations supported by the related ICT
services;



Be ready to respond before an ICT service disruption occurs, upon detection of one or a
series of related events that can become incidents; and



To respond and recover from incidents / crises.

The desired ICT outcome to support the BCM activities is illustrated in Figure 9 below:
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Figure 9: ICT Business Continuity Management Framework

As developed in Section 3.7 activities involved in BCM include incident preparedness,
operational continuity management, business recovery planning (in the context of ICT often
referred to disaster recovery planning (DRP)) and risk mitigation, which focus on increasing
the resilience of the organisation by preparing it to react effectively to incidents and recover
within predetermined timescales. An organisation therefore sets out its BCM priorities and
it is these which drive the IRBC activities. In turn, BCM depends upon IRBC to ensure that
the organisation can meet its overall continuity objectives at all times, and particularly
during times of disruption.
The key IRBC elements are:
a) People: The specialists with appropriate skills and knowledge, and competent backup
personnel.
b) Facilities: The physical environment in which ICT resources are located.
c)

Technology: Hardware, network and software.

d) Data: Application data, all types of data.
e) Processes: Including supporting documentation describing the configuration of ICT
resources.
f)

Suppliers: Other components of the end‐to‐end services where ICT service provision is
dependent upon an external service provider or another organisation within the supply
chain.

These elements, whilst reflecting ICT needs, share many of the CIP elements identified in
following Section 1.6.4
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Critical infrastructure protection (CIP)

There are various CIP concepts, as illustrated in Figure 10 below. The first approach, shown
on the left, comprises the following four elements:
(1)

Deterrence – achieved through proactive security operation and the implementation
of technological means to carry out a variety of activities aimed at preventing,
deterring and detecting threats;

(2)

Preventing or delaying an adversary from penetrating the safeguards protecting
critical assets in CI though implementation of physical means, technological systems
and a well‐trained operational setup;

(3)

Detection – of internal and external threats.

(4)

Protection and mitigation – through system redundancy, the implementation of
engineering protective means, and the concept of consequences mitigation – resulting
from internal or external hazards.

The second approach, shown on the right, is called the “4E’s”. It is a well‐accepted approach
to dealing with threats of crime and public disorder, and can be readily adopted for use in
the context of CIP.
The "4E's" represent the following safeguards from a security point of view:
(1)

Engineering – technological or engineering safeguards;

(2)

Enforcement – through a security operation against internal and external hazards, in
cooperation with the law enforcement authorities responsible for dealing with severe
crime and anti‐terrorism;

(3)

Education – mainly explanatory activities intended for the society as a whole, or for a
focus group, in order to increase awareness to the hazard;

(4)

Enablement or encouragement – in the context of operational methods for
deterrence, detection and a more effective response to incidents (enablement); or
encouragement of society and employees to take part in preventing, reporting and
responding to incidents (encouragement).
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Figure 10: Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Concepts

A CI organisation can realise a strategy based on either of the two CIP concepts described at
the beginning of this section by assimilating the following four elements:
(1)

Manpower trained to perform security tasks: The security manpower available for
executing security activities, and their characteristics – security staff, security services
providers, and specialists, front line staff; and forces that may be called in to assist,
e.g. policemen, canine teams, EOD teams and other special units.

(2)

Technological and communication systems: Technological security systems,
communication systems including public information systems, threat detection
systems and security command and control systems – video surveillance, burglar
alarm, perimeter intrusion detection, access control; communications means and
more.

(3)

Physical protection means: Design criteria applied to infrastructure, e.g. blast
mitigation means, protective means employed for access control and/or crowd
management, or to prevent intrusion.

(4)

Procedures (standard operating procedures) and policies: Standard operating
procedures (SOPs; routine procedures) and methods for the purpose of prevention,
deterrence and early detection of threats.

1.7.5.

Implementation process

The planning process described in this section is intended to help CI operators and owners
to understand the general context of the various planning and design stages of risk
mitigation engineering solutions. CI operators and owners should adopt a holistic and
generic planning and design methodology, commencing with a risk assessment, through
high level planning, detailed design and integration to systems acceptance tests, operational
programmes and the management of the security operation itself.
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In general, the design and implementation process of engineering solutions can be divided
into five main steps:
(1)

Step 1 – Security risk management plan.

(2)

Step 2 – High level design.

(3)

Step 3 – Detailed design.

(4)

Step 4 – Implementation & integration.

(5)

Step 5 – Testing and commissioning.

Table 2Table 2 summarises the inputs and outputs of technical mitigation means design for
risk management – security, communication, information management, and physical
mitigation and protection means.

STEP

DESCRIPTION

INPUTS / OUTPUTS

1

Security risk
management plan

The risk assessment or statistical data relating to hot spots of
criminal activity serve as input for the risk management plan.

2

High level
planning

 Technical specifications of the security, communication,
and command and control systems, and physical
mitigation and protection means.
 Software architecture development.

3

Detailed design

 Detailed design documents of the system.
 Drawings and plans for implementation / installation /
production.
 Software components development.

4

Implementation &
integration

 Production, construction and installation of security
systems and protective means.
 Development of software components.
 Systems integration, including integration with legacy
systems.

5

Testing and
commissioning

Testing and commissioning of security, communication,
command & control systems and physical mitigation and
protection means.

Table 2: Steps, inputs and outputs of security engineering design
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MITIGATE, ABSORB AND ADAPT

Figure 11: Resilience management step – Mitigate, absorb and adapt

2.1.

Building Codes and Infrastructure Hardening

This section will be developed within the framework of the final product – Final ERMG.

2.2.

Early Warning and Information Management Systems

2.3.

Ensuring the Robustness or/and Redundancy of Mission Critical Systems

These recommendations are based on a document issued by MITRE10 Corporation on
designing resilient mission critical systems. The MITRE Corporation (www.mitre.org) is a not‐
for‐profit company based in the USA, which operates multiple federally funded research and
development centers and provides innovative, practical solutions for critical challenges in
homeland security, civil systems, cybersecurity, defense and more.
2.3.1.

Robustness of mission critical systems and resilience

The resilience of a mission critical system is expressed in its ability to absorb local failures in
the short term, maintain mission continuity through the re‐arrangement of its resources,
and draw conclusions that will enhance its resistance to future challenges. This chapter
proposes a resilient system architecture that can provide these capabilities by combining a
local monitoring and control mechanism for system applications, with distributed
coordination strategies for mission management and immunisation. The proposed self‐
monitoring system is based on the strict partitioning of multi‐core computer systems to
create a subsystem that will monitor the health and performance of the computational
systems. Implicit monitoring in this case can be defined as the ability to partition system
resources efficiently and effectively, such that one partition can monitor the other in order
to enhance the system’s overall security. In virtualisation, resources are logically partitioned

10

Dipankar Dasgupta, Marco Carvalho, Designing Resilient Mission Critical Systems, Secure and Resilient
Cyber Architectures Conference, MITRE, October 2010
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to have multiple operating environments and applications, where host OS (operating
system) usually manage such resource partitioning and sharing.
2.3.2.

Architecture supporting system resilience

The proposed architecture incorporates a self‐monitoring mechanism in a multi‐core
system, to allow monitoring the “health” of the entire system securely and in an implicit
manner. Accordingly, a multi‐core system will be vertically partitioned (from hardware to
application level) so that a small set of processors (security core) can be separated from
other user data processing cores to build a security sub‐system. Some security handling
tasks will then be delegated to this isolated subsystem, which uses a set of privileged
instructions to monitor the other part (user side), and interact using a secure message
exchange protocol. Figure 12 below illustrates this conceptual architecture, in which a multi‐
core system is logically partitioned to build two separate unequal systems (with no shared
resources), where the smaller partition (having a single core, small RAM and Disk spaces as
shown in the right side oval) works as security sub‐system to monitor the user system (as
shown in the left side oval). The user side OS sees and schedules 3 cores and manages its
partition of the memory space.

Figure 12: A resilient architecture having a configurable, isolated security sub‐system

Accordingly, a Hardware Resource Partitioning Interface (HRPI) will be designed and
implemented, which can create two partitions of system hardware resources; one is the
Security Subsystem (SS) with unique ability to monitor the user‐side operating environment
(other partition). A security console (not shown in the figure) with plugged in administrative
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tools will assist the operator viewing suspicious events and alerts, while monitoring the
system activities. As illustrated in Figure 12, two operating systems run independently
above a Hardware Resource Partitioning Interface (HRPI) layer; each using non‐sharable
hardware/software resources. Importantly, the security sub‐system should use a different
OS with a minimal privileged instruction set and independent of the user‐side OS. In general,
the user‐side system is where virtualisation and networking will take place and run user
applications. The HRPI differs from currently available off‐the‐shelf hypervisors or virtual
machines (VM) monitors by offering the additional ability to uniquely monitor the user
system for security purposes while not being detected by the same. This ability is termed as
one‐sided monitoring, where signaling and message‐passing between two‐parts occur
through a secure signaling layer. The security subsystems, however, should not be exposed
to user applications. Since the security monitoring and response mechanisms are under the
different operating environment, a compromise on the user OS does not affect the
monitoring capabilities of the security sub‐system and thus help improve the overall system
security and resiliency. The proposed architecture enables the creation of a secure domain
that can closely monitor the execution of applications and OS behaviour in the user domain.
From a digital immunity perspective, the architecture enables the realisation of the
following capabilities:


Innate defense. Innate defense techniques can be implemented in the secure domain
to monitor, classify and respond to known threats and attacks. The proposed space
separation at all levels minimises the changes for compromise and damage to the
secure domain.



Process recovery. In addition to detection and response, the domain monitor is also
capable of recovering compromised processes by re‐instantiating recent check‐pointed
states of compromised VMs in the user domain. This capability allows the secure
domain to temporarily maintain system functionally from a mission perspective, while
addressing issues of the user domain. Process recovery is one of the key capabilities to
enable mission survivability.



Adaptive defense. Adaptive defense can also be supported through the security sub‐
system, where it can monitor and learn from events on the user domain either though
observation or proactive probing (detailed below) to adapt and evolve.



System and mission survivability. Another key capability enabled by the proposed
architecture is system and mission resilience. Learning algorithms (active or passive)
used for process recovery and adaptive defense can also provide predictive mechanisms
and response to mission degradation in the user domain.

2.3.3.

Application Scenarios

Some illustrative scenarios of the capabilities provided by the proposed secure subsystem
are presented below.
(1)

Recovering from a compromised environment
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An application scenario for the proposed infrastructure considers the case illustrated in
Figure 13 below. In the scenario, an application executing at the user‐side system is
monitored implicitly by the secure sub‐system through HRPI signal messages. Resources and
system calls triggered by the application executing (or application supporting services) are
monitored by the virtualisation environment, captured and reported by the HRPI to the
secure sub‐system.

Figure 13: Application monitored by the secure / security sub‐system
In the event of a failure or compromise of the user application and/or OS, the secure sub‐
system will detect the event and will take the necssary corrective actions, which will include
recreating the environment and re‐instantiating a copy of the application to bring it back to
a known clean state. The detection of a compromise state in this example can be directly
reported by the virtualisation environment, or indirectly inferred from network traffic
information (IDS monitoring), behavioural application and operating system call, or
performance degradation. In this context, the proposed approach focuses on application
resilience, favouring recovery in lieu of protection against future attacks. This capability,
however, as described later, can be combined with distributed coordination from multiple
nodes to enable adaptive diversity and the potential immunisation of the intended system.
(2)

Local response to denial or disruption of service

The detection of a damaged or compromised environment could also be based on
functionality and quality of service (QoS) requirements. For example, service degradation
due to a local denial of service could be detected and mitigated by the secure sub‐system,
as illustrated in Figure 14 below. Let us consider the scenario of a node providing a time‐
sensitive critical service to other nodes. The critical service shown in Figure 14 is instantiated
as part of a virtual machine that is fully monitored by the security subsystem. Network
requests and responses to the applications, as well OS behaviour associated with network
traffic, is profiled by the security sub‐system, which also monitors for known signatures of
requests. As illustrated in Figure 14, a response pattern is generated by the application for
each client request. The secure sub‐system will use these learned patterns, as well as
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explicit QoS requirements (not shown in the figure) to infer a potential anomaly to the
system.

Figure 14: Monitoring and profiling critical applications
In the event of a failure or compromise of the critical application, the secure sub‐system will
receive multiple queues associated with the disruption:


Possible signaling from the virtualisation monitor;



Variations in the traffic pattern due to application failure or degradation (Figure 15);



Changes in system call patterns reported by the VM Monitor due to service failure.

When disruption is detected (Figure 15 below), the secure sub‐system will initiate the steps
to ensure mission continuity. At the network level, the information inferred by the secure
sub‐system is shared with peer nodes (i.e. the secure sub‐system on peer nodes) to allow
for a proactive preparation of other functionally similar nodes. At the local level, the
security sub‐system will immediately instantiate a secondary replacement service on a
second virtual machine. New VM configurations may include different OS or application
settings while maintaining the service functionality. In the example illustrated in Figure 15,
the secondary service is created with small variations in the original service, possibly in the
choice of OS or configuration. The goal is to immediately restore functionality, while trying
to mitigate a similar attack to the recently created copies of the server.
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Figure 15: Failure or disruption of critical application detected by the security sub‐system,
triggering a response for service continuity
In parallel to the new VM instantiation, the system will also monitor the utilisation of the
new service to verify if the attack (or failure) has been mitigated. If the new service fails
under similar conditions, the process is continued based on information gained from each
attack or failure, to identify an immune configuration. Alternative defense strategies may
also be adopted by the secure sub‐system, including the temporary blocking of traffic from
clients directly correlated with the system failures, or the delegation of service provisioning
to other peer‐nodes, through negotiations between secure sub‐systems. Other types of
attacks, such as data exfiltration or corruption, will also create variations of the behavioural
pattern of the OS, which may be more subtle and difficult to detect and identify. For our
purposes, however, we assume that the combination of inference queues is likely to provide
a relatively accurate aggregate estimate of the anomaly.
This chapter introduced a novel approach for the design of mission critical systems on multi‐
core computational platforms. The outlined approach relies on a hardware separation layer
that enables the physical/logical isolation of a secure computational environment capable to
monitor, and control, the user space. The major differences between the virtualisation and
the proposed approach are as follows:
 The role of HRPI to provide implicit partitioning of hardware resources in two unequal
independent subsystems, while user‐side OSs cannot see other side (SS) resources, the
reverse may not be true.


HRPI should not part of any particular OS environment while providing services to
multiple OSs.



Two sides should be able to reboot independently of each other.



Virtualisation is allowed on the user‐side, while a smaller partition can have a tiny OS,
for security purposes only.

User‐level computational environments may be virtualised, so these can be monitored,
terminated and recreated by the security sub‐system as necessary.
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IRBC planning

IRBC implementation follows the Plan‐Do‐Check‐Act (PDCA) approach, which is
complemented by the actions identified in Section 3 Respond, Recover and Learn,
as presented in Figure 16 below in detail:

Figure 16: Develop and enhance IRBC elements based on the Plan‐Do‐Check‐Act (PDCA)
approach
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RESPOND, RECOVER AND LEARN

Figure 17: Resilience management step‐ Respond, recover and learn

3.1.

Incident Response Planning and Management

3.1.1.
3.1.1.1.

Incident & crisis response in the context of critical infrastructure resilience
Overall Context

Critical infrastructure (CI) provides essential functions and services to Member States and
the health and wellbeing of their inhabitants. Accordingly, governments have established
various legal requirements relating to the safe operation and protection of CI as well as the
need for arrangements to provide a coordinated safe response to any circumstances,
natural or otherwise, that have the potential to incapacitate or destroy the services
provided by the CI. These circumstances may involve a crisis with potential to compromise
the safety ‐ whether physical, economic, environmental or other ‐ of an individual, a group, a
community or an entire society. Organisations need robust up to date response plans,
including for ICT, when faced by disruptions to provide necessary resilience and adaptability
to provide for those involved, recover operations and survive.
The CI operator has a fundamental role in incident and crisis response planning given that
incidents are either initiated within CI or external affecting the CI. Whilst the CI operator
has measures in place to prevent reasonably foreseeable operational and other incidents
involving its operations and supporting ICT services, it cannot completely prevent these
from occurring hence the need for a planned response providing an effective and flexible
means of management. It must therefore have arrangements for the early incident and
mitigation of the risks involved. This response will implement on and off site actions to make
the site safe, summon assistance and implement recovery to minimize service restoration.
Whilst the immediate impact of a CI incident may be containable within the CI site, there is
the possibility of a much wider escalation and impact as a crisis e.g. the loss of ICT or
electricity supplies for an extended period. Response to a crisis involves external agencies
and management with whom the CI operator must liaise. The following Figure 18 identifies
key issues involved with incident response plans.
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Figure 18: Elements of incident and crisis response plans

3.1.2.
3.1.2.1.

Incident response planning
Mapping emergency and crisis scenarios

Organisations needs to identify the reasonably foreseeable incident scenarios they could
face and the associated risks and implications for which a response plan is necessary to
provide organisational resilience. These scenarios need to be shared with other potentially
affected organisations to enable coordinated response plans. Table 2 provides a non‐
exhaustive list of examples of potential scenarios requiring detailed risks and implications to
be assessed. The geographic location, time of day, adjacent population, infrastructure
involved, presence of hazardous materials etc., can all increase the identified risks including
potential for death and injury, damage, operational, economic and social disruption. The CI
operator and owner also potentially affected external organisations need to identify the
potential for escalation of the incident and the impact in these circumstances.

Incident

Implications

CI facility incidents

Awareness of incident potential incidents and required
response

Failure of mission critical
system/ICT
e.g.
communications, information
systems, power, energy

Loss of functionality/energy sources/communication
backbone network/ backup systems, risks to public and
industry/ restoration or replacement of critical
equipment. Decision making knowledge and response
capability undermined.

Fire/ release of smoke/toxic/ Loss of CI functionality/area involved/ risks to public/
environmentally
damaging specialist response requirements. Specialist response
materials
requirements
Criminality
and
terrorism Loss of energy sources or communication backbone
(including sabotage and cyber‐ network, including backup systems. Understanding
attacks)
implications. Specialist equipment, support and
investigation needs
Widespread evacuation /public Public awareness. Specialist equipment. Organisational
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Incident

Implications

order

capacity

Natural disasters. Widespread Specialist equipment and response capacity. Loss of CI
flooding and other weather functionality, area involved/damage/ risks to public.
extremes e.g. earthquakes
Trained staff/facilities/equipment/ response capacity
for community and evacuation support
Multiple
incidents

concurrent

major Response
agencies

capacity.

Involvement/coordination

of

Public awareness need

Local/national communications, response capacity.
Coordination responding agencies

Economic disruption

Understanding widespread/national implications

Interface issues
Member States

with

other Ensuring lines of communication

Table 3: Potential scenarios for incident response planning

3.1.2.2.

Incident response plan development

This section provides a generic approach to aspects that need to be considered by any
organisation, whether CI operator/owner or other responders at local, regional and national
levels with an incident response role, in developing and maintaining effective plans to
respond to incidents of whatever scale. Plans will address the essential need for clarity of
organisations, roles, responsibilities, actions and coordination necessary at and between the
involved organisations, taking account of the circumstances actually or potentially involved.
The following table details example requirements and implementation methods for
consideration by a CI operator/owner.

Plan development needs

Implementation method

Plan purpose, scope and prioritised objectives

Arrange within organisation
and with external involved
organisations

Plan identification, controlled issue, implementation
date, updating and availability

Arrange within organisation
and with external involved
organisations

Define geographical boundaries of the area covered
and scope of the plan activities.

General consideration by the CI.
Agreement with neighbours.

Detail scale of all identified potential incidents and
their potential impact

General consideration including
potential for escalation and
greater impact
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Plan development needs

Implementation method

Taking account of relevant legislation, industry
requirements, related protocols and agreements

Reflect in plan requirements

Ensuring plans are clearly structured, easy to
understand

General plan consideration.

Consultation within the organisation and with external
organisations with a planned role ‐ including when
updating plans

Establish communication lines
and conduct meetings.

Providing an effective response to potential incidents
and associated risks – may need to provide extended
ICT recovery to enable support to normal operations

Consideration by CI functions.

Incident ranking based on potential severity, with a
predetermined response for each rank

Provide incident ranking
categories with appropriate
response

Recovery strategy prioritising recovery of essential CI
Consideration by CI functions.
functions with resources e.g. redundancies, provision of
back up facilities, systems and records
Identification of the essential interfaces, roles and
responsibilities of external involved organisations and
notification means

Establish
meetings
with
external organisations e.g.,
police, fire service, EMS, local
authorities.

Identification of CI staff incident response roles and
responsibilities together with substitutes and support
staff.

CI with functions and
recognition of external
responders responsibilities

Identification of communication means and contact
lists for CI response staff.

Contain in specific response
plans.

Plan implementation arrangements including
supporting plans and procedures

This section and Section 3.4

Integrated on and off site command and control
arrangements

See Sections 3.1.3.3 and 3.1.3.7

Provision for safe systems of work at an incident site

CI operator with functions and
on site – see Section 3.1.3.4

Equipment that CI responders need to undertake their
role including provision by external organisations.

See Sections 3.1.2.2, 3.1.3.4,
3.1.3.5, 3.1.4.1 and 3.2.3

Provision of humanitarian support and welfare for
Identification of provider
those involved in or affected by an incident, those
providing the onsite response and CI staff potentially by
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Plan development needs

Implementation method

the circumstances
Logistical support on or off site and how provided to
required timescale

See Section 3.1.3.5

Supporting location or action specific procedures or
instructions e.g., the response to specific risks, facility
closure and evacuation

CI to confirm with functional
managers.

Ensuring CI response staff and contractor competence.

See Sections 3.1.4.3 and 3.2.3

Procedure for plans to be tested, reviewed and
updated.

See Section 3.1.4.2 and 3.2.3

Table 4: Plan development considerations
3.1.2.3.

Liaison

In addition to routine operational contact with external responding organisations, the
establishment of formal liaison meetings helps ensure effective incident communication.
Exchanging information and lessons learned helps organisations understand each other’s
concerns and needs and establishes interpersonal relationships supporting an effective
response.
The emergency services and other external responding organisations will benefit from:
(1)

Understanding the construction and operational details of CI facilities e.g., emergency
access, materials used and the principal hazards involved both on and off the CI site.
This knowledge can be assisted by their involvement in exercises as well as organised
visits to CI facilities;

(2)

Organising visits to each other’s sites and/or control facilities enabling a better
understanding of involved risks, methods of operation and incident response
capabilities ‐ e.g., with specialist equipment, resources including trained staff.

3.1.2.4.

Documentation of interfaces, roles & responsibilities

Documenting agreed interfaces, roles and responsibilities of external responders helps
ensure a clear understanding of each organisation’s roles and responsibilities, and minimise
any potential problems with response management. The speed and efficiency of the
responders, particularly the emergency services, is critical to mitigating the immediate
problems, optimising relief assistance and expediting recovery. For key organisations
establishing a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) provides a structured approach to
identifying and documenting the various issues involved.
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Incident and crisis response and management

Key objectives of response management are managing and mitigating involved risks and the
earliest restoration of operations. Individual organisations arrangements will necessarily
depend on:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Their organisational structure and individuals roles and responsibilities;
The roles and responsibilities of external organisations that could be involved in a
response
The circumstances involved – a flexible approach is necessary.

3.1.3.1.

Notification, initial and ongoing actions

Prompt accurate information is vital for effective incident response to mitigate the impact
and ensure safety although Initial information may be limited and inaccurate. Responding
organisations information requirements and the means by which this information will be
provided and/or received will need to be agreed, documented and reflected in response
plans.
3.1.3.2.

Incident and crisis management structures

Effective incident site and crisis management requires the on and off site response to be
clearly identified and co‐ordinated with good communication and an incident management
structure with one lead organisation. The detailed response will depend on the particular
circumstances of the incident.

Figure 19: Roles & responsibilities of responding organisations

3.1.3.3.

Incident site management

Incident command, control and relationships are typically based on the structure in Figure
16 for a serious incident showing the interrelations between the various levels of incident
management. External organisations involved include first responders, police, local
authorities, investigating bodies and the media. Overall incident Gold is in many member
states, a police responsibility, although in some cases the fire service. A police/fire service
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led GOLD would be supported by a CI operator/owner establishing its own GOLD and liaising
with Police GOLD.
All responding organisations will initially mobilise available resources appropriate to the
known circumstances, amending their response as more information becomes available.

Figure 20: Incident management structure (based on police in lead)

Gold – Strategic Coordination
The CI operator/owner will support Gold meetings providing specialist input, resolving
issues and implementing related CI actions working with the on‐site CI lead to monitor
progress ensuring sufficient support and resources are available to safely Gold priorities and
timescale for restoration.
Silver (Tactical) and Bronze (Operational)
Silver on site management meetings establish tactical priorities to meet the Gold strategy
and monitor achievement. The CI lead at Silver coordinates the CI Bronze (Operational)
support to achieve the tactical priorities.
3.1.3.4.

Incident site safety

Incident site safety considerations include three main elements:
(1)

(2)

(3)

People. The needs e.g. for access control; communications; site safety and welfare
briefings; competency; safety clothing and protective equipment; shift working hours;
access routes for vehicles and landing sites for helicopters.
Site risks. Risk and consequences assessment; risks associated with any continuing
operations; hazard identification and signage, equipment & materials; risks from
terrorism e.g. chemical, biological and radiological attacks, and from damage to gas or
electricity utilities on site, and drainage.
Safety management. Operational safety requirements and briefings; coordination
arrangements; defining requirements & responsibilities; site emergency
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arrangements; fire precautions; appropriate lighting; clearance of materials, scrap and
work equipment; internal road traffic movements and routing.

3.1.3.5.

Logistical support & resource provision

A CI operator/owner will provide support to the incident response. Throughout the course
of the response the CI Control will liaise with the lead CI person on site to ensure the timely
provision of resources and coordinate resource provision and disposal when no longer
required.
A wide range of resources may need to be deployed to respond to the scenarios and
associated risks forming the basis of response plans. The actual resources required will
depend on aspects such as the type and scale of the incident, its location, the weather, time
of year and the anticipated time for recovery. Other considerations are type and scale of the
CI operations, supply lead time, resources linked to specific circumstances and the
management of continuing operations. The necessary resources may be provided by external
agencies on a basis identified and documented as part of the incident response plan
development process. See Section 3.2.

3.1.3.6.

Humanitarian support (Welfare)

A key objective for the CI operator/owner when an incident or crisis occurs is the provision
of humanitarian support for involved staff, those providing the on‐site response or others
potentially traumatised by the circumstances.
These arrangements complement
established arrangements for workplace health and safety.

Figure 21: Humanitarian support

(1)

On site arrangements. Whilst initial on site care of those involved in an incident may
be undertaken by the emergency services, the CI operator/owner will need to provide
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care and support for responders on site for extended periods. Consideration will be
given to issues such as the scale of the incident, the weather, the anticipated time for
recovery, numbers involved, means of access, site conditions and any specific needs
e.g. mobility impaired persons.
(2)

Off Site considerations. Much of the care of those involved in an incident takes place
off site. The CI operator /owner should care sensitively for its staff and others
involved. The CI operator/owner will need to work with the police who may well have
a key role in handling those involved particularly where other than a CI
operator/owner staff are involved Legal restrictions may apply on what information
the police can release and the details provided may be limited.

(3)

Post‐traumatic stress arrangements. With a very serious incident or crisis all CI staff,
whether or not directly involved with the incident or the response, need to
understand what has happened and the response being provided. Staff actually
involved in an incident, responding to an incident or indeed with no direct response
role but working for a CI operator/owner can all potentially experience post‐traumatic
stress. There can also be an impact on their families of staff. Any can be upset,
stressed or otherwise concerned and these feelings can be expressed in many ways.
The CI operator/owner should ensure that staff are seen and/or briefed to assess the
impact of the circumstances on their wellbeing. If there are concerns competent post
trauma specialists or occupational health physicians should be involved and offered to
families

3.1.3.7.

Crisis management

A crisis requires a higher level of strategic management reflecting the wider implications
faced. These arrangements complement the response arrangements identified in Section
3.1.3 where the CI operator will continue to support the incident response requirements set
by GOLD incident response command. A CI operator/owner may establish a Crisis
Management Group (CMG), at the most senior level in the organisation, taking on the CI
operator/owner strategic role (GOLD). External organisations may establish their own crisis
management arrangements including similar arrangements at government level
The primary role of a CMG is to concentrate on key issues, set the CI strategy whilst
maintaining close liaison with other organisations involved e.g. police, local authorities and
government agencies. The CI strategy and objectives may be determined to meet external
targets as possibly set by a government CMG. The CI CMG will coordinate the CI response to
meet the CI strategic objective/s.
Key CMG roles are identified in the following Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Crisis management group (CMG) roles

Figure 23 identifies the potential range of inputs to a CMG with an example of key
interfaces for a CMG established by a CI operator / owner including the support team, with
on‐site incident management, internal CI functions and external organisations.
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Figure 23: Crisis management group (CMG) example key interfaces

3.1.4.

Implementation of incident response plans

3.1.4.1.

Plan implementation

The time required between issue and when a plan can be implemented when an incident
occurs depends on the complexity of the plan and the scale of any changes since any
previous issue. Time needs to be allowed for the controlled plan issue, any new
appointments needed, briefing and training, also ensuring planned equipment and other
resources are available.
Key plan needs are:
(1)

How incidents are reported;

(2)

Whether use of the plan is automatic after a specific event, e.g., by design, when CI
equipment becomes defective;

(3)

Who makes the decision to implement all or parts of the plan;

(4)

How staff and external organisations are advised.

3.1.4.2.

Maintenance of plans

Response plans need to be up to date to ensure that, when required, they provide an
effective and safe response to the circumstances involved. Updating needs arise as outputs
from regular plan reviews, review of the response to actual incidents, changes in
regulations, liaison meetings with CI functions or other involved organisations, exercises,
debriefs held during or after an incident, investigations, monitoring or audit.
Changes need to be tracked until implemented and, where appropriate, tested by exercise
of the plans.

3.1.4.3.

Competence ‐ training

Effective incident response requires those involved with a response role to be competent in
their allocated duties – before an incident occurs.
The degree of training required to ensure staff competence depends upon the nature of the
role, the complexity of the location and the potential circumstances. Simple plans based on
obvious actions may require little formal training, while some circumstances may involve
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more extensive training. Refresher or update training of staff, particularly those with
designated roles, is vital to ensure that they remain competent.

3.2.

Business Continuity

3.2.1.

Business continuity and resilience

Business Continuity Management (BCM) is an important component of resilience. A CI
infrastructure operator/owner provides services critical to the wellbeing of society. In
addition to ensuring these services are provided it will be concerned that as a business it is
properly providing for its own future in meeting key targets such as those for return on
capital and the ability to invest in its future whilst at the same time maintaining its business
reputation. An example target will relate to Information Communications and Technology
(ICT) given the widespread reliance of business continuity on ICT. Achievement of these
targets necessarily requires a CI operator/owner to develop and implement resilience
strategies complementing the CI business continuity and operational performance goals.
Development of these strategies will require input from a wide range internal functions and
external stakeholders to ensure that the CI operator/owner long term goals and business
continuity strategy are soundly based on resilience principles. This sections develops the CI
operator/owners business continuity needs and considerations
3.2.2.

Business continuity management system (BCMS)

Business continuity contributes to a more resilient society. ISO 22301 specifies requirements
for setting up and managing an effective Business Continuity Management System (BCMS)
and complementary ICT Readiness for Business Continuity (IRBC), which emphasize the
importance of:


Understanding the organisation’s needs and the necessity for establishing business
continuity management



Setting a strategy and objectives



Managing an organisation’s overall capability to manage disruptive incidents



Monitoring and reviewing the performance and effectiveness of BCMS continual
improvement based on objective measurement

In parallel, in order for an organisation to achieve ICT Readiness for Business Continuity
(IRBC) planning is required to establish its IRBC strategy and IRBC plan and the performance
criteria for monitoring the degree of readiness it requires to achieve its business continuity
aims.
To ensure that an organisation’s functions and services, including ICT, are as resilient as
appropriate and can be recovered to pre‐determined levels and timescales, it is sensible to
apply the cyclic steps of Plan‐Do‐Check‐Act (PDCA) model. This model refers to planning,
establishing, implementing, operating, monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and continually
improving the effectiveness of an organisation’s overall BCMS, covering all aspects. This
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would, for example, include a systematic process to prevent, predict and manage disruption
and incidents which may potentially disrupt business continuity and ICT services.
The PDCA model is a set of cyclical steps and is outlined in both ISO 22301 (Business
Continuity Management Systems) and ISO 27031 (ICT readiness for business continuity). The
model is explained in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 24 below.
Plan
(Establish)

Establish business continuity and ICT strategy, objectives, targets,
controls, processes, plans and procedures relevant to improving
business continuity and deliver results that align with the
organisation’s overall policies and objectives.

Do
(Implement & operate)

Implement and operate the business continuity policy, controls,
processes and procedures.

Check
(Monitor & review)

Monitor and review performance against business continuity policy
and objectives, enable management review, and authorise actions for
remediation and improvement.

Act
(Maintain & improve)

Maintain and improve the BCMS by taking corrective action, based on
the results of management review and reappraising the scope of the
BCMS and business continuity policy and objectives.
Table 5: Explanation of PDCA model

Figure 24: The PDCA model applied to BCMS processes
3.2.3.

BCM Implementation process

Implementation in an organisation includes the following elements.
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Context of an organisation (CI operator / owner)

An organisation should:




Determine relevant external and internal issues affecting its ability to achieve intended
BCMS outcome(s). It should document its activities, functions, services, products,
partnerships, supply chains, relationships with interested parties, potential incident
impact/s; the links between the business continuity policy and the organisation’s
objectives. Potential risks to its operation should be identified and assessed within its
overall risk management strategy. All of these aspects should be used in defining the
purpose of the BCMS and IRBC. An organisation should consider its incident
preparedness taking account of the generic response arrangements identified in Section
3.3.
Identify internal and external interested parties and their requirements.



Identify and assess applicable legal and regulatory requirements and ensure these are
taken into consideration in its BCMS and IRBC.



Establish the BCMS and IRBC requirements, considering the organisation’s mission,
goals, internal and external obligations, legal and regulatory responsibilities; take into
account interested parties’ requirements; and define the activities and scope of the
BCMS and IRBC taking account of the size, nature and complexity of the organisation.

For its critical ICT services and IRBC strategies the following key elements should be
considered when selecting and implementing strategies.


Skills and knowledge: Appropriate strategies for maintaining core business continuity
and ICT skills and knowledge, multi‐skill training, separation of core skills to reduce risk
concentration.



Facilities: Ensuring suitable alternative facilities are available for ICT back up and
incident/ crisis management.



Technology: To ensure continuity, selecting and implementing IRBC strategies taking
into account the following example elements: Recovery time objectives (RTOs) and
recovery point objectives (RPOs) for critical ICT services; number and characteristics of
technology sites; power and cooling requirements, telecoms connectivity and
redundant routing, level of automation; the current continuity capability (e.g. existence
of single point of failure) of critical ICT service with assessed risks of service interruption
or degradation.



Data: Understanding the “end‐to‐end” use of data throughout the organisation. Data
continuity solutions should be designed to meet the RPO of each critical business
activity, also taking into account how and where data is stored and restoration
timescales.



Processes: Those necessary to ensure the viability of the organisation’s IRBC strategy.
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Suppliers: External dependencies (relating to hardware, software, hosting services,
utilities, etc.) which support ICT service provision. Ensure suppliers can provide critical
equipment and services within predetermined timescales.

(2)

Management commitment. Senior management should demonstrate leadership and
commitment with approval and sign off of the BCMS and IRBC by e.g. ensuring: that
necessary resources ‐ budget and personnel ‐ are available; responsibilities and
authorities are assigned; integration of the BCMS and IRBC requirements into the
organisation’s business processes; communication to appropriate internal and
external stakeholder; review at planned intervals and when significant changes occur
(in the organisation's business and structure, environment, etc.).

(3)

Business continuity objectives. These should be consistent with the business
continuity policy, take account of the minimum level of acceptable service to achieve
the organisations objectives, be measurable, monitored and updated as needed.
To achieve its business continuity objectives, the organisation should identify
responsibilities, what will be done, the resources required, a completion date and how
the results will be evaluated.

(4)

(5)

(6)

Support. The organisation’s support should be demonstrated in:


Resources – the allocation of the resources needed for the establishment,
implementation, maintenance and continual improvement of the BCMS and IRBC.



Competence and awareness – ensuring that staff are competent to execute their
assigned tasks, and are aware of the organisation’s business continuity policy.



Communication –internal and external communications relevant to the BCMS and
IRBC, including detailed procedures including during an incident response.



Documentation of information ‐ necessary for BCMS and IRBC effectiveness is
accessible to those needing it.

Operation. This involves two activities as follows:


Operational planning and control. The organisation should plan, implement and
control the processes needed to meet requirements including planned changes
and the review of unintended changes, acting to mitigate any adverse effects.



Business impact analysis and risk assessment. A formal and documented process
should be established and maintained: Process for business impact analysis and
risk assessment; evaluation process for determining continuity and recovery
priorities, objectives and targets; and risk assessment process that systematically
identifies, analyses, and evaluates the risk of disruptive incidents.

Business continuity strategy. This should be determined based on the outputs of the
business impact analysis and risk assessment and include prioritized timeframes for
service resumption.
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For identified risks requiring treatment, the organisation should consider proactive
measures that reduce the likelihood of disruption, shorten the period of disruption,
and limit the impact of disruption on the organisation’s services.
(7)

Business continuity procedures. The organisation should establish, implement, and
maintain business continuity procedures and a management structure, to manage and
respond to a disruptive incident and continue its activities based on recovery
objectives identified in the business impact analysis.

(8)

Warning and communication. The organisation should establish, implement and
maintain procedures for detecting and monitoring an incident; receiving and
responding to communication within the organisation and with external organisations
(including emergency responders) including during incidents and recording vital
information.

(9)

Business continuity plans. The organisation’s business continuity plans should define:
Purpose, scope and objectives; activation criteria and procedures; implementation
procedures; roles, responsibilities and authorities; communication requirements and
procedures; internal and external interdependencies and interactions; resource
requirements; information flow and documentation processes. These will include
documented procedures to restore and return business activities to normal after and
for any incident or crisis including appropriate IRBC action, integrated with the overall
BCM incident response.

(10) Performance evaluation. Performance evaluation should comprise the following:

3.3.



Evaluation of its business continuity and ICT procedures and capabilities in order
to ensure their continuing suitability, adequacy, effectiveness; compliance with
legal and regulatory requirements and industry best practices; and conformance
with its own business continuity policy and objectives.



Internal audits on an audit programme with defined criteria, scope and frequency
based on the results of risk assessments of the organisation’s activities, and the
results of previous audits.



Senior management review of the organisation’s BCMS and IRBC at planned
intervals to ensure identify potential improvements.

Training & Exercises

This section will be developed within the framework of the final product – Final ERMG.
3.3.1.
3.3.1.1.

Monitoring, testing and exercises in the context of resilience management
Monitoring

An organisation should establish a process to continuously monitor and detect the
emergence of threats to their operations and supporting ICT.
3.3.1.2.

Testing and exercises
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Exercises are a means of testing incident response and crisis management plans, training
involved staff in necessary competences and ensuring effective interfaces with external
organisations. Any identified deficiencies in plans need to be corrected prior to their use.
Exercises involving external incident responders provide an important means of ensuring an
effective response when an incident/crisis occurs.
Exercises can take a number of forms Small tests may e.g. ensure that a specific
communications link works effectively and test language skills particularly where the
possibility exists of various languages being used. On the other hand, large full size exercises
can require extensive and potentially costly preparation and management involving many
different agencies.
The CI operator/owner in liaison with external organisations with an identified response
role, will need to determine a programme of exercises with identified frequency of plans, or
parts of plans. As wide a range as possible of potentially involved organisations and
functions should be involved. Exercise programmes should identify those elements of the
organisations plans critical to an effective, safe response and recovery and, over time, the
full range of capabilities/responders potentially involved.
From an ICT point of view the most appropriate approach is to develop and implement a
progressive exercising regime that includes different levels, from familiarization to
computer room resilience considering all aspects of the end‐to‐end ICT service delivery;
should not focus solely on service recovery and resumption; it should include the reliability
of the resilience capability, system monitoring and alert management.
The organisation should also exercise and test its business continuity procedures to ensure
that they are consistent with its business continuity objectives This could include not only
the recovery of the ICT service, but also its protection and resilience elements in order to
determine whether the service can be protected, maintained and/or recovered regardless
of the incident severity; the IRBC management arrangements can minimize the impact to
the business; and the procedures for return to business as usual are valid.
A key need is to ensure that lessons learned are documented, analysed with necessary
improvements fed back into the planning and response arrangements – see Section 3.1.2 &
3.1.3.

3.4.
3.4.1.

Learning
Learning Resources

Organisations can access a range of interactive learning and support materials to develop
knowledge and support implementation of the ERMG and online RESILENS tools at RESILENS
E‐Learning Hub.
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Figure 25: RESILENS E‐Learning Hub

These modular learning resources can be used for individual, organisational and intra
organisational continuous professional development (CPD) and support planning and
preparation for exercises and testing. The E Learning Hub and RESILENS online tools can be
found in the RESILENS Decision Support Platform (RES‐DSP), providing an easy to use
interface for learners to move between the RESILENS tools and learning and support
materials.
Links between the e learning modules, learning resources and the RESILENS on line tools
allow easy navigation for learners to provide both planned learning and ongoing knowledge
development whilst implementing the ERMG and using the RESILENS on line support tools.
The learning resources are designed to be used as part of a blended learning approach by a
range of operational and strategic staff within CI and responder organisations. They are
modular and so flexible enough to allow operators and their CI and responder networks to
incorporate modules and learning resources from the e learning hub into their wider
organisation and local CI Protection and Resilience training programmes.
3.4.2.

Lessons on CIP and CIR from other organisations

The ERMG and RESILENS on line tools have been scenario tested by Critical Infrastructure
partners in Portugal, Germany and Ireland within Electricity, Road and Water settings. They
evaluated the utility and usability of the tools to support organisations to move from a
Critical Instructure Protection (CIP) approach to one of Critical Infrastructure Resilience
(CIR). The organisational learning from these pilots has been captured in case studies which
are available on the e learning hub. These case studies also explore developing CIR between
organisations within localities and regions
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Lessons learned from exercises and previous incidents

In the UK, a Joint Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP) in 2013/14 delivered a
targeted programme of classroom and e learning training to over 10,000 commanders and
22,000 personnel. The aim was to support the three emergency services work better
together, ensuring responses to major incidents are more organised, structured and
practised. 24 validation exercises were also held across the UK. The Emergency Services
Interoperability Research Wave 2 (2014) evaluation of this programme identified the
following barriers to interoperability:


A lack of joint training and exercising (over 60% of respondents identifying it as a major
issue)



A lack of IT solutions to share information and intelligence



A lack of shared understanding of each other organisation’s capabilities, roles and
responsibilities were also particularly highlighted by commanders.

Interestingly, organisational differences between services (e.g. command structures,
cultural barriers), support from senior managers or frontline resources were not perceived
as significant barriers having a minor or no real impact on interoperability.
Reflecting on the lessons learnt from JESIP, how do you address these points within your
organization and local resilience or civil protection networks to maximize interoperability
when planning and responding to critical incidents?
Key resilience learning considerations in your organisation


How can you ensure your staff are aware of the RESILENS e learning hub resources?



How could your non‐office based staff access this resources?



How could you use the ERMG, ReMMAT and RESILENS e learning hub resources in your
organisation to support your organisation develop CIR? Consider both planned
proactive and reactive training opportunities.



How could you use RESILENS blended learning resources to support inter and intra
organisation CPD?



How could you use the ERMG, ReMMAT and RESILENS e learning hub resources to
support joint training and exercising at key Command and Operational roles with
stakeholders and responders in your local Resilience or Civil Protection networks?



How could you use scenarios based on previous incidents and experiences in your
organisation to use the ReMMAT and RESILENS e learning hub to reflect and test
knowledge and preparedness in your organisation?



How could you use the learning resources at different points in the RESILENS
Management steps (Figure 1)?
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D. ANNEXES
1.

ANNEX 1 ‐ ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS

1.1.

Acronyms

BCMS

Business Continuity Management System

CBRN‐E

Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and High‐yield Explosives

CI

Critical Infrastructure

CIP

Critical Infrastructure Protection

CIR

Critical Infrastructure Resilience

CI‐RAT

Critical Infrastructure Resilience Assessment Tool

CONOP

Concept of Operations

CSF

Core Service Factor

DBT

Design Basis Threat

DRP

Disaster Recovery Planning

EOD

Explosive Ordnance Disposal

EOPs

Emergency Operating Procedures

ERMG

European Resilience Management Guidelines

HazMat

Hazardous Material

ICA

International Communication Association

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

IRBC

ICT Readiness for Business Continuity

LOC

Line of Communication

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

NGO

Non‐Governmental Organisation

NOC

Network Operations Centre

OS

Operating System

PARET

Post Resilience Enhancement Tool

PDCA

“Plan‐Do‐Check‐Act”

QoS

Quality of Service

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SOPs

Standard Operating Procedures
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Virtual Machine

Definitions

CI Ecosystem (‘ecosystem’)

A system or business organisation and a network of interacting
parts that maintain business, operational and regulatory
connections.

Concept of operation
(CONOP)

A written document describing an overall picture of an operation or
series of operations frequently embodying operational strategies,
methods, principles, plans, policies, and also organisation and
command structures

Consequence11

Outcome of an event affecting objectives

Control12

Measure that modifies risk

Core service

The main service provided by the CI

Critical asset

A device, software element or other asset (human or
material), the loss, denial or damage of which would
substantially compromise the main functions of a mission
critical system / organisation

Critical infrastructure13

Systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, providing essential
functions and services to Member States, whose incapacitation or
destruction would have a debilitating impact on security, national
economic security, national public health or safety, or any
combination of these

Critical infrastructure
resilience

A transformative, cyclical process, building capacities in technical,
social and organisational resources, so as to mitigate as far as
possible impacts of disruptive events, based upon new forms of risk
management, adaptability and the assessment of potential trade‐
offs between parts of a system

Design Basis Threat (DBT)

A set of assumptions regarding threats (number of adversaries,
their modus operandi, the type of tools and weapons, etc.), against
which security systems / measures should be planned, designed and
implemented

Disaster14

An event leading to major loss of life or damage to assets, property
or economic activity. Disasters may be man‐made or natural.

Event15
Governance
11
12
13
14
15

Occurrence or change of a particular set of circumstances
16

System by which the organisation is directed, controlled and

ISO Guide 73:2009
Ibid
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), NIPP 2013
Disaster Resilience Scorecard for Cities, UNISDR
ISO Guide 73:2009
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held accountable to achieve its core purpose over the long
term.
Note: The term “corporate governance” is typically used for
the governance of private and publicly‐listed companies or to
denote governance of the whole organisation.
Governing body17

Individual or group of people ultimately responsible and
accountable for the long‐term direction and control of the
organisation. NOTE: Governing body can in some jurisdictions
be a board of directors.

Hot, warm or cold
standby18

Hot standby is a redundancy method in which one system runs
simultaneously with an identical primary system. Upon failure of
the primary system, the hot standby system immediately takes
over, replacing the primary system.
Warm standby is a redundancy method that involves having one
system running in the background of the identical primary system,
so the primary and secondary systems contain different data or
different data versions.
Cold standby is a redundancy method that involves having one
system as a backup for another identical primary system. The cold
standby system is called upon only on failure of the primary system.

Mission Critical System

An activity related to the operational system of critical
infrastructure, whose failure would result in a significant or
complete failure of a core service or services and impossibility
to fulfil the main functionality (i.e. the mission) of the system.
This term may include pipelines or other physical links
between CI.

Organisation

The overall organisation of a CI manager or provider, including all
factors related to CI management which encompasses the
functional aspects, e.g. operations, engineering, human resources

Organisational
Activities, programmes and systems developed and implemented
19
preparedness / readiness)
prior to an incident that may be used to support and enhance
mitigation of response and recovery from disruption, disasters or
emergencies.
Organisational resilience20

The ability of an organisation to anticipate, prepare for, respond
and adapt to incremental change and sudden disruptions in order to
survive and prosper

16

BS (British Standard) 65000 ‐ Guidance for Organisational Resilience, 2014

17

Ibid

18

Technopedia, www.technopedia.com
ASIS SPC.1‐2009
BS (British Standard) 65000

19
20
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Resilience21

The ability of a system or systems to survive and thrive in the face
of a complex, uncertain and ever‐changing future. It is a way of
thinking about both short term cycles and long term trends:
minimizing disruptions in the face of shocks and stresses, recovering
rapidly when they do occur, and adapting steadily to become better
able to thrive as conditions continue to change. Within the context
of CI, the resilience process offers a cyclical, proactive and holistic
extension of risk management practices.

Risk22

Effect of uncertainty on objectives

Risk analysis23

The process to comprehend the nature of risk and to determine the
level of risk

Risk assessment24

Overall process of risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation

Risk based approach

A risk management approach, based on categorisation of the risk
level following a risk assessment, and the selection of risk mitigation
safeguards based on cost‐benefit considerations, operational and
technical feasibility, and accepted risk management strategies

Risk management25

Coordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with
regard to risk

Robustness26

The inherent strength or resistance of a system to withstand
external demands without degradation or loss of functionality

Safeguards

Any measure (action, procedure or technique) that mitigates risk by
reducing the vulnerability of a system, the potential impact from a
threat or the probability that a threat will materialise

Safety

The state of being free of risk or danger (natural or accidental);
being in control of recognised hazards and reducing the risk of harm
or damage to a level that is as low as reasonably practicable

Situational awareness27

State of individual and/or collective knowledge relating to
past and current events, their implications and potential
future development

Senior management28

Person or group of people who direct and control an
organisation at the highest level

21
22
23

Ibid
Ibid

24
25
26
27
28

Department of Homeland Security (DHS), NIPP 2013

ISO Guide 73:2009
Ibid
RESILENS D1.1
BS (British Standard) 65000
Ibid
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APPENDIX 2 ‐ PROJECT BACKGROUND
Overview of the RESILENS Project

Critical Infrastructure (CI) provides essential functions and services that support societal,
economic and environmental systems at national and European scales. As disasters and
crises, both natural and man‐made, become more commonplace, the need to ensure the
resilience of CI so that it is capable of withstanding, adapting and recovering from disruptive
events, is paramount. Moving resilience from a conceptual understanding to applied,
operational measures that integrate best practice from the related realm of vulnerability
assessment and risk management is the focus of the RESILENS project. RESILENS will
develop a European Resilience Management Guideline (ERMG) to support the practical
application of resilience to all CI sectors. Accompanying the ERMG will be a Resilience
Management Matrix and Audit Toolkit (ReMMAT) which will enable CI systems
(encompassing assets and organisations) to have their level of resilience quantitatively and
qualitatively indexed. This toolkit is outlined in this Deliverable report. The developed toolkit
will allow for the quantitative analysis of the resilience of the systems at different spatial
scales (local, regional, national and trans‐boundary), which can then be iteratively used to
direct users to aspects of their systems where resources could be concentrated in order to
further improve their resilience levels. The ERMG and RESILENS resilience management
methods will be tested and validated through stakeholder engagement, table‐top exercises
and three large scale pilots (transport CI, electricity CI and water CI). The ERMG and
accompanying resilience methods will be hosted on an interactive web based platform ‐ the
RESILENS Decision Support Platform (RES‐DSP). The RES‐DSP will also host an e‐learning hub
that will provide further guidance and training on CI resilience.
Overall, RESILENS will aim to further advance the state of the art in CI resilience
management and intends to increase and optimise the uptake of resilience measures by CI
stakeholders.

2.2.

Overview of WP3

WP3 is initially concerned with analysing outputs from WP1 and WP2 and considering
approaches taken to achieve CI resilience (CIR) as the basis for providing a methodological
framework for developing an initial generic draft ERMG, integrating and advancing the SOTA
in relation to resilience management and risk assessment. Both generic resilience
management and sector specific resilience management will be addressed taking account of
the need for consistent use of agreed terminology.
The development of the ERMG is an iterative process of incorporating different
considerations, approaches and methodologies; these include the adapted European Risk
Assessment and Mapping Guideline for Disaster Management29 and relevant supporting
tools, standardized approaches and learning opportunities, as well as the different
methodologies developed through the CONOP. The draft ERMG will be subject to sector

29

EU Risk Assessment and Mapping Guidelines for Disaster Management SEC(20101626
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specific table top testing also involving the RESILENS Advisory Board and providing outputs
to refine the ERMG.
The ERMG content will inform the interactive web based RESILENS Decision Support
Platform (RES‐DSP) which will host the ERMG and resilience management matrix and audit
toolkit. RESILENS outputs on the RES‐DSP will provide standardised terminology
recommendations and integration of methodological approaches derived and taken from
risk assessment and resilience management across various CI sectors operators, incident
responders and other end users.
The final ERMG and the RES‐DSP, addressing the needs and requirements of CI end‐users,
will be formulated in coordination with WP2 and WP3 task leaders to ensure methods and
tools are correctly addressed. Inputs will also be taken from the findings of the evaluation
and validation undertaken by sector specific pilot demonstrations in WP4 as well as input
from CONOP and harmonisation actions based on the outcomes of WP5, emphasising how
these guidelines advance the SOTA.

2.3.

Overview of Task 3.3 and Deliverable 3.2

In this task the ERMG draft will be developed based on the outputs of WP1, WP2 and the
CONOP. The functional elements will derive from the resilience management concept
developed within the framework of the project, as shown in deliverable D2.1 (Resilience
Management Steps).
This deliverable will be produced in four phases. In the first phase, Task 3.3, the ERMG draft
will be developed. In the second phase, the draft will be examined within the framework of
Task 3.4 in three table top tests conducted by project end users – Irish Water – the national
water company of Ireland; EDPD – the power company of Portugal and CML – Lisbon’s
municipal authority; as well as by BASt – a research organisation focusing on German road
safety. In the third phase, Task 3.5, the ERMG draft will be converted into a digital tool and
the RES‐DSP will be developed. In the fourth and last phase, Task 3.6, the ERMG will be
completed.
The deliverable comprises three parts – general, methodology and functional. The first will
include chapters of terms and definitions in the interest of using a uniform language
throughout the document, general chapters dealing with the project, a detailed definition of
the document’s objectives, explanations on the approach taken, and guidelines for end
users on how to use it. The second part will focus on the methodology of CI resilience
management as developed under the tasks of WP2. The third part will present the CI
resilience management concept in the form of organisational and operational resilience
management guidelines based on the three phases of resilience management: before an
incident or crisis (prepare, prevent and protect); during (mitigate, absorb and adapt); and
after (respond, recover and learn).
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